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IN" in the Wal roport un a pronram ut researrh demiqnPrI
for Vitz"11cul CHI MIC1, Ewumput pr g . At its orininal =aptzu", the
lat"tram mo inijudi4i to run ior a period of three Yvarm, and to
I nVol I()
to	 11"IWOW "I	 WIH 1	 011 compouitional	 trondu I n the Nyetvm% of 1
10 3 to fva"n pitu"MA.	 incl "di nq Unth the radial chemical
u i"Wom within Path Mollitv qyglem and thv compositional
irrmhk tFom MWItin	 throuqh Saturn and Uranus to Noptunp.,
W.	 11michminliv of	 the madorakVIV volatiw e1nmPnts nn Venun,
tor tM , putpo ysv of dotnIrmininq whether	 thn Pioneer Venuo and
mclantwemontm within thr Yonurz,
trcj qmpht q v can rovoal whothor Vonuo nrininallv had a volatile
1%tpMLq1t
	 Eta vont-cir y timparah1v W that
	
of FaFth.	 ur whether it
ti,L aF^s i-xlwav c , I qmn Micient	 in	 valatiLen,	 and
14
typen al chnmival pracesBes of
iot preEa.	 inuluding condensation in Lacil 	 mtellar
at-minphmc", onct
	 low donottv nova shell n,	 in which grainEi
xAmukwp io arhi rcuil	 in isolation,	 and qrain-grain reaction
prt 'icltm.tx,	 Hi;iv	 no	 nonlinible,	 and	 also	 including	 the
diFvq" Mt. rAum chemistr y of such viected i Ater ntellar matter
yunWr	 tho intluvnun W supernova mhock waves in Mar-forming,
Me oritlinal proqram of regearch wau shortened by NASA to two
YtWVQ.	 In that time we have pursued all three of thean projects
3
W
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to a e: onssi der ab l e dear ee. but of tour se have 1 of t a num! "r or
loose ends that will be picked up under- the continuation of this
research at the University  of Arizona. Our achievements are as
follows:
A. We devel upead detailed physi co--cheml cal models of the Jovi an
subnebula (as described in lest years report) which were completed
at the game time that Lunine and Stevenson of Cal Tech submitted
very large pape=r on t.h p same %object. Although the chemical
4npectn of the probie•m were more closely studied in our work, and
they physical aspects trF gated more thoroughly in Lunine and
Stevenson's paper, the overall results  rare quite closely
comparable. The largest differences in the ro%ults arise from
relatively minor detail .-, of they
 mass and mass distribution in they
Jovi. an subne?bul a+. and are not important. We then turned our
atts"t i on to the planetary side of the problem, examining they
evidence for departures from solar composition in the envelopes of
Jupiter and Saturn. Such departure; may be due to fractionation
processes during the ere; of planetary accretion. or to some form
of di f ferer 0 at i on within the planets  once they have formed. For
Jupiter, a he evidences favors minor enrichment of carbon hind
possibly nitrogen) over solar composition, and possiblesevere
de?p l e:?t.. 1 o ..r of om ygen below itss solar abundance by a factor of 10 to
100. We have examined the molecular composition of a suite of
Jovi an model atmospheres of non-solar composition, including
study t ng the• chemical of fec t g
 of lightning  disc hrrarges or the
atmospheric chemistry, using the Voyacae^r lightning  results as the
standard can which they
 calculations were based. The major results
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of this study are inrltiderd in Section I of the- present report.
» v will be sttthmitted for publication in Icarus in the near
f tit ure. We find that modr%t. wnhancwmelnts of C and N mry serve to
e.cltl ain the observed presenco of I11'N in this Jovian troposphere,
.And that the prodttt. t.'1 urt of or gan i t matter b y d1 sequi l i br i unt
Nr oc e-s%ni-% ( shoe 1 w. ,tve treat i nq) is only tnt iciest l y 1 ar tyrr than in a
solar -composttion atmosphnre.
b.	 Uur st t_tdy of the geoc:ht-mi stry at Vent.ts hAS ru 1 mt raa► t t'd in a
;t iper pttb 1 t %heed i n Sr t tenet- dt.tr i nit the Mast year.	 A cop y of that
ttor I S t nc 1 sided eats See t..t i can 11 of the pr e-.%etit r r port . 	 Further
aitited wur 1 on tho evolution tit them hydrotlen isotopic evolution
of t he Vtrrtus At rnimpt ► e►r e. t etl t ray i nto Account than known inet war, t t t r
ntat ar y met %  i 1 ttxe n thr ough the t toner solar ssysst wm. has h ►-rn
for I tit tire tnve,%t.igatttcm at tht- thttvwrsity cif Arazcrr ► a.
the ar r- i vt% l of Shm 1 endr- a Kt.mv ► tar at t hw (J. of A. nw>: t ye!"+r
it td wt i tt t he i nt tartest, acrid t nvoI vtnmr-nt of Don IIttnteen. t:ha s Fires tact
shrtul d cont t rtue to rrtnvee forward.
L. We repor t ed t wr i n i t i &I weir k rm t he sub jeec t of condet tsatt: i on of
prep  .trietary mat t ear in low- r1e6rtsity astrophysical gbett Inge; in last
year ti report. 91 nt:- t hen wee have conrr antrated our of fort% on they
t Arbon chemi%tr % of %hocktwri inter aterl l ar r_I out i mutter 1 aI I. to an
!empt to ,ee wht-t t itr. t::ortdtt tUIM tit -tt.4r°-formintt r t-QI ttnw ter e?
deperndevrtt Upon phot.nc: ht • mi st r- ,. f or- the fir oduct i on of comp l ex:
orgatn ► c: matter. or whether shock waver heat tntt frt^m satpernovm
explosions might. be import-ant in dense toptieall y opaque) r.lotttis.
the results. ,al 1hom1h ^+t t 11 not ct^mplete, air& very promi 431 rtq.
Some of the f eatures of t hi n e`pl or ^tor y work are de-scribwci in
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Section III at the present report. both aspects of this study
(isolated grain condenset.ion and shock chemistry of the
interstellar medium) will culminate in publications within the
next few months.
After two of the originally planned three years. two of our
three mail projects have resulted in papers, one of which his
al readv appeared ► n Science. We believe that work of this sort,
done- in this manner, is potentially a very cost:-effective way tor-
NASA or otter agencieses to qet basic research  done. It was our
original purpose to start up this project for the purpose of
providing a base at operations for young recent Ph. D. ' s who are
unable to f i.nd academic appointments under the present condition
of they academic iota market, and who would be loot to space science
permanently if they had to seef employment elsewhere. We still
believe that this principle is valid, but the premature
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Since 1969 it has been usual to assume that the elemental
compositions of the tropospheres of Jupiter and Saturn are very
close to that of the Sun. However, in recent years a number of
interpretations of Earth-based and spacecraft-based infra•ed
spectra of these planets have appeared which suggest significant
departures from solar c ompomi t i on.
The moat impressive such departures that has been suggested
t  for water vapor . 	 Interprestations of IR spectra in the `.'um
transmission window suggest that there is insufficient water to
natorat a the atmosphere Av temperaturesabove about. 2204 (Harrel
et. al . , 1979) . When the hum flux  wan qualitatively regarded
an due to emission from small regions devoid of c 1 ouds5, sand
therefore presumably dominated by very dry descending =air,
this ub ye'rvat.2on presented no obvious conflict with the assumption
of overall solar compositort , for the troposphere. However. rec._ent
ware:: indicates that the 5"m eminniun may originate from v deer)
level within the troposphere over most or all of the planetary
sr..rr+ac:.ce, and that this flax is attenuated by ra thick, variahle.
overlying atmosphere that mutt be dry ever vwheere on the planet
L
down to levels where the temperature is 250 K or higher. The most
careful available interpretations of the `um spectrum (E+_)oraker, e
al . , 1981: Pr osssart and Enc.r ernaz, 1982) suggest that water vapor
must be depleted by a factor of 100 or more below the solar--
abundance ratio of H20: Hi - 1 . M lea- ; throughout the tropospheres.
This would have an important effect on both the atmospheric
molecular composition and the c:locrd mace=, and structure.
	
It alsr.)
would greatly change the amount and composition of organic: c-ompor_rr
13
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(A ut-tttL t d by d i segue 1 t br attiny proee ase% such as 1 t ght n t ng.
H second suggested departure from solar enmpr. esi tion has been
r evi tpwed by Wallace and Huti t een (198x). whh sutnmesr t re and cr t t 1 c i : r
evidence from spectroscopic studies b y Cochran (1977), Sato and
Hansen (197Y'. and of hems. R ecetit work by Encrenaz and Carted s
(19H2) and other pc3%t Voyager resttl is summarl rod therein suggest a
t o 4--fold r•nr i t time. nt. of methane in Jupiter and up to a 6-fold
ichment of methanee in Saturn (bur1 ex and der Per-gh, 1981).
A third, more %t ► bt. l e issue. i s whether ammun i s m t ght be
l i ght. l y enriched on Jupiter. It is likely that an enhancement of
mtir°w thart Abuut a +actor o+ t Wct wuul d make i t sel + known through
t is of +ec:t an the microwave opacity of the tr-oposphere. resulting
in l nvvt ,r br i ghtnws,s t wmperattir es in the centimeter region (13ul kis
acrid Poynter. 1976) . We , %hall consider- ammonia abundances of 1
to 2 t t mess; the solar .abundanre.
F x nAl l y, pho%phi rte appear • % to be enriched Above solar•
proportiones in SAturrr by a +actor- ctt 1.5 or 'd? (Tokun.iga, et al..
980; l_.arnan. et al.. 1980). but to have about 0.5 to 1 times  its
Solar­ abt.tndanc e in the Lipper t r- opospher e of Jupiter (Dros-^ar t arid
Encr enaz, 196'2).	 this latter  authors conclude that the
%pet_ t r oscop i c. determinations o+ phosph i ne in the St.tm and 10um
region% arr-P consistent with a solar- phosphene ahttndance in the
lower tropo%phere, modified by destruction Of pho!sphinu near- they
tropopattse by scrl xr llV photolysis (Prinn and l ewi s. 1975) .
M' must r ec.atl 1 that the ub-ser vr_.d a(TIOL111t% of phosphi ne on both
Jupiter and Saturn near their tropopauses are not e-:pected on the





[ 	 atmosphere, since a solar- wa g er vapor abundance would cause
complete  oxidation of phnsphi ne to condensable phosphates at a 1 1
temperatures belowow about 6000 (Burshay and Lewis. 19781 Lewis and
Fegley, 19hi t . However, it is kinetically plausible that, in a
rapidly conve+ctinq atmosphere, oxidation of phosphene would
quench near HOOK. teaving most of the phosphine unoxYdized (Frinn
and Lewis. 1975).
The only other chemically ar.tive element so fear identified
pectroscopical ly, germanium (as the hydride germane). appears to
Ave slightly legs than its solar abc_cndanre. on Jupiter, in arcord
with theoretical expectations (t ewi s and Fecal ey, 1981).
The present paper reports on the molecular composition of
jovian model atmospheres in which carbon in enriched by a <actor
of f c ve. and nitrogen by a factor of two, relative to the gun.
The consequences c ►f several d0ferent oxygen depletion factors.
from 1c ► La 10^5 times below Aolar abundance, are explored.
We small examine the equilibrium composition of such a
non - sal ar -compn gi ti on atmosphere along a plausible Jovi an ads abat ,
the lately effects of quenching of equilibration in rising parceel5
f gas. and the etfeer:t5 of lightning discharq s can the abundance'l
of trace constituents of such an atmosphere. Our method of
calculation is basically that used b y Lewis (1969).  barsh4ay and
Lewis (1975), and Lewis and Fegley (1981), adapted to run in
FASlI_ an a microcomputer system. The method of treatment of the
chemical effects of lightning is that used by Lewis (1980) 9 scaled







The mote fractions  of a number of species at equilibrium
atlong a Jovian adiabat are displayed in Figs. ] and I for two
different degrees of depletion of oxygen. All important oxygen
compounds kwater vapor, CO. formaldehyde, etc.) are depleted by
the some +actor that total oxygen in depleted: there are this% no
important  c hanges in the distribution of oxygen between its
compounds * only in the overall abundance o+ this subset of
compounds. Ni +rogen compounds are raised  i n abundance by a factor
of two for each N atom pe- molecule: thus ammonia in enhanced in
abundance by a factor of two. and the relatively rare molecular
nitrogen b y a +actor- of four. Carbon compounds are enhanced by a
+actor cs+ five  +or each C atom per molecule. Thus C:H3CH2CH2CN
world he enhanced by a {actor of 625x2 = 1250 relative to its
abundance in a solar-composition gas. Sincee some= models of the
mos pher e y of Uranus and Neptune assume C: H ratios up to 1000
.aws the solar ratio, the extension o+ such calculations to
theses planets can be expected to yield much higher equilibrium
concentrations of comp l e n species than any chemical models of
Jupiter and Saturn have included to date.
Y hre model atmosphere in Fig. 1 (with a l 0' 5-+old depletion of
oxygen) could not generate ea distinct water cloud layer. and the
ammonia clouds, would be about twice as dense as in standard
solar composition models. Saturationi. can of troth solid ammonia and
s;ollcl ammonium hytlrosulfidee could occur at a slightly higher




Caption to Fig. 1
Molecular abundances along a Jovi an adi sbat at chemical
equilibrium, with oxygen depleted by a factor of 10`5, carbon
enriched by a factor of 5, and nitrogen enriched by q factor of 2.
The result% for many other compoounds i.tn;ier these conditions and at.
a variety of other conditions are given in the Appendices.
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trivial Nnr i chments of mwthanv and ammuni a and depletion of water,
the only departures from the :ompoai t k on of an equilibrium
sol ar -compnsl t i on atmosphere v t st hl a at temper atures below 300K
wc►uld be etn increm%(-d N2 abundance. However. the molecular
n i t r ocfen aUt.tnd anc..e in t hrr tipper t r uposphrrr e ► 's 'sur c^ l v not
re,Julated by local equilibrium. but rather by gtte- nchinq o+
nitrr_+gen rerdutt.ian in rising parcels u+ that,; (Eiarshay and I ^•w ► !';.
197H) .
fhe :atmosphere in Ficu. 2, with onl y a 1(-)-fold depletion cif
w,aler. would indeed farm a water ice cloud laver with nigniftcant
U1.7t ICAI ih ieknees%. However . t t may aI -so provide more than the
t	 obtseer ved amcntn t of water vapor near thc^ ^'250K 1 evel . Aside f r ncn
thesP effects duf- solely and directly t.o the water vapori
abctndence. they c-)bservAble properties of these two model atntospher-es
would be verN similar.	 The:', watcld. hc ► wc-veur, differ stgnificantly
}	 c tndt'r the Nf f e!c is of l a dhtn nei d i sc:harge %: 	 o>: vgeen--bebar i nn
prodt.tcts such as carbon monoxide ,and Fortnaldwyde- wc ► t..tld hP prodttc.rwc.l
in si gili fic_eant amounts in they lattt:• r	 but nat in the former-.
Note that the prceseync.e of phosphlne ,at.. T <.bUa)h, is fully
compatible with complete chemical eq ti 1 ibrGation i4 insufficient
w,-Alf-r vapor is dvai l,%ble to c ►::tdt e ,_all the phr. ► gphlne.	 This wil l
j	 be the c asp if the water vapor abundance ii:; t o?sa es than 1.5 t i mEr-^;
the phosphiriv abundance. 	 Thlai c ►r_r_urs if w,atr-r t-ii depleted by a
factor of 10`3 or more.	 lhk-s.r, any atmospheric composition which
pruvi deri a ci var a tl t tyke r. ► + phowphi ne sit ,at ► i 1 i ty would be incapable  of
gener-ating detectable tracers of CO dLAI-. to rapid ovr..rturn.	 In this,
erasf'. crn ct*:c ► yen .c sot..trce tnr CO cm_tst be sot.tght. trues. for eaxample,
ORIGINAL PAGE J$
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^+ther and McElroy, 1080; Strobel and Yung, 1980) .
1 he observed presence of a trace of germane cool
removed by reaction with hydrogen sulfide to precipit
of these models, irrespective- of the de green of water
In all these model n. ass in the Solar composition casv
Lewis. 1970; Lewis and Fetal ev. 1961) . the observed pr
GeH4 near the tropopausee must: he attributed to depart:
equilibrium at low temperatureo.
Duenching During Vertical Mixing
Kinetic argumentss haven been presented which Bugg
quench temperatures near- 1000K: are rteasonable for the reacrionG
destroying many high-temperature spec i es, such an CO. GeH4, PHI.
HCN, acetylene. etc:. (Pr i nn and Lewis. 1 975; Pr i nn and Bar shay,,
1979; Lewis and f egl ey, 1981; and they review  by Lewis, 1983) .
Fur nitrogen. quer ► c-h temperatures of 1000 to 1500K would r"ssult in
a mole fraction of 4 to 12 ppm N2. D►uench of 102116 des truction at
1000 to 1200K would provide 1.5 to 10 pph of ethane at higher
attitudes.
The only three oberved species that can plausibly Lea
attributed to quenching of hot lower tropospheric gases due to
rapid vertical mixing in an adiabatic solar--composition atmosphere
are CO, PH3 and Gel-14. We have already seen that a sufficiently
low oxygen abundance renders CO negligible while making PH._+
unconditionally stable, while the status of cl prman p is essentially
unaffected by the oxygen abundance. But what other- species may
plausibly be for med  i n gr eat er quantities in a I ow-o:: ygen atmosphere
I 
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han in a -solar-composition gas?	 After N2 and Pthane, are any of
these species potential indicators; of the oxygen content of the
lower troposphere?
Of the mAnv other or oanir.. npe•_cies that are pre!se•nt in trace
a
imounts at h ► caher temperatures along the .Jove an adi abat, methyl
,+mitre. ethyl ""e. methyl meyr c apt..an and HCN Are the only species
that even remotely a+pprnac:h ethane in abundance-. Near 12004 all
of these spec i en have about. 1% of the ahonei<aeec-e• of ethane ("0.1
ppb vs. eU ppb fear ethane). The-e 1 (-vFl s are far too low for
5p pUroscopie detection of ethylene. methyl amine and merthvl
mercapt.an. which are sub ► ect to ovurwh"Iming interferences from
mot hnner. ethane and NH3. Further, ph"t.orhe_amieai production of
ethylene and methyl amine may mask Such a deep-mixing source. and
photochemical de st.rucK in eef methyl marcapt an, CH SH, sho p Id be
rapid. The spectroscopic detection limit for HC.N is on the order
cat 1 pph. and indeed its detection in the upper troposphere has
been reported ('Tokunaga. pt a) .. 1980). Within they uncertaint y of
our i-nowle dcle of the elemental abundances, thermal structure, and
i r at i c_ behavior of the atmosphere, we conclude t hat it ► r;
conceivable that the observed HEN originates from quenching of
deep tropospheric: gases by rapid convective overturn.
Effects of Lightni net h i nrhargpc;	 7
The importance of electrical discharge ac t.kvi t v on ,Jupiter
has long been a matter of debates. bar--Nun ( 1970 advocated a -
Pnur muu5 rate  of dissipation of energy by ,Jovi an 1 i nhtni nq,




p I ar ► et..	 Letjt ,, ( 1976) ar yt.ted that the efficiency of conversion of
the total : onvecti ve heat flux into lightning certainly cattld rmt.
reascmably be- (jr-eater than unity. He advorated the use of thr••
ter-restr t,+l conversion efficiency. Abnut 1c:r -4, in the abse.nce of
.iy direct evidence for lightninq on Jupiter-. Calctalatior ► s of the
chemtr-al effects of this amount of lightninq on the atmosphere
near , they water el o ► .tc1 layer showed that the most abt.tndAnt.
l i yht n t nt.l-produr_ed Spec i ess i n a	 CO, r..cni l d
not bc- prodttced in nttffic.ient gt.lant.it y to provide the obser-ved
amount of L:U. The-,e cal col at t Of	 dl S(- -RhowNd that that only very
e:mal l concentration-s of CO (2 x 10"'--14) . N2 (_ x 10-"-15). HCN (3 x
l	 -16) and t: yH	 (I x 1()"-16) waw I rl be fotind mixed into the hulk.
atmosphere (l.ewi	 1984.)a) .	 No other tshock: wave- product wottl d have-
a mole fraction higher than 1Cr'- 17.
Har - Nun has cont i ►itted to a d vocate enor-mous c onversion
&fficient fes. arid has claimed that lightning mt.tst be localized in
the topmost ( Ammon r a) cloud laver where the yi elds of c►rcaani c:
prodt.tctts f r-om shack: evens t, are notch hi ghr r than in a sol ar-
compo%i t_ ion qa5 ( whe y t.- () t `- more abundant. than C, and CO for-mt_ in
pr v+er-eri f- to or q,an i c m gt t t. ter ) .	 Howevtar. , the Vnvacler dt-tect. i on of
l t ghtni nq f 1 ac3hes and whi rt 1 ers per-mi t is the concl u cii on that hi qh-
al t i tr_rde lightning  i s several orders (:)t magnitude raver- than
Isar • --Nun clai mg (Lewt %, 1980b) .	 A car Wft..tl ass ys)srnent of the total
bc:)dy of evidence regarding Jovian lightning (Soruck.i. et ^1..
1982) has lens to the conclusion that the conversion efficiency of
atmo omph er i c- convect. t vt? enea r q v f 1 t_t x into l :t ghtni nq is between 0.2:7




pre udi t-&% of l_ew: s ( 1976) .
berarrsr th- relative importance of CO and organic cnmpounds
is a wensitive function of the C10 ratio. and beacausP all of the
mcmiel - r--:p i (-)r Nd her et rr have C: U ratios greater- than unity, it is
cJrarly important to explore the consequences of lightnirtq
activity in the%e model =. Not r that. %bite C:O is everywhere
grtaalt-r thi.+n Lin.ity. tliere is nn lowler a fundamental distinction
bt>tween the chemical consequences of high-altitude and




pr esw	 W mole a	 erne► of a. number of
ictivee sho	 products in the recieke.d gas at a temperatur& of
the cases of:
0 i1r-pl eeted lox; peak shock pressure 50 b
0 depl ote:d 100x; peak shock: pressure 50 b
0 depleted 10x c peak shock pressure 10 b
4. 0 depleted 100x; peak shock pressure 10 b.
he graphite activity in indicated  for each run: they abundances
of organic compounds generally reach a. maximum where the activity
of graphite approaches unity. Note the great i "4ensi t. i vi ty of the
the resuits to the degree of depletion of 0 once 0 is
significantly less abundaant. than C.	 The bot-tum line  i n Table I
gives the percent of total carbon converted into organic matter.
	
he t_wcr 1e, ►- har examples feature
	 and 5 conversion: i t i s
obvlr,us that no process wh<at5cieverr can be more than three times as
efficient as this, no matter what aan5umpt. i ons are made!
Also note that the graphite activity reaches  0.7 in the
latter runs. The highest possible value for the graphite -activity,
and hence for the abundances of carbon compounds, Occurs almost
exactly at the 2000K, 10 bar point. illustrated. Under no
t rcamsst_ance=s; can the activity of graphite surpass 1.000.
Several organic compounds, notably C2H2, HCN and C 2H4, attain
mole fr ac_t.i ons greater than 1W- . 5 in the shocked gas.	 They total.
mole f rac_t i or of all organic speciesFps approac::he s 6. :c l.O"-4.
	
The
total yield of organic compounds; thus can be as high as about. 30
times the yield of organics in a shocked solar composition gas, in







Mole Fractions o+ Gases ShoL,',A to 20601e.
vs. (8 depletion factur, shock pressure)
p ecimes	 <10x^ 5Ob>	 (100x. 50b)	 <IOx, 10b/	 (100x, 10b)
CO 1.15x&0'`-4 1.16x10^-5 1.19x10',-4 1.19w10^-5
N2 1.82w10^-4 1.B2x10^-4 1.48x10-"-4 1.46x10^-4
NCM 3.74x1(j^-5 3.H5:10--5 1.18x1(}`-4 1.18xIC)	 -4
C2H2 3.73x10^-5 3.9Bx10^-5 4.41x 10^-4 4.69x1&^-4
C2H4 1.73x10r-5 1.84x10^-5 4.09x10'`-5 4.31mIA^-to
C2N6 4.75Y 10^-7 5.07x10^-7 2.25x10r`-7 2.37x10r-7
U13CN 2.17x10^-8 2.31 x I0"-8 4'62w10' -8 4'85x10--8
HCHQ 5.25m10'-9 5.25x10'-A0 1.0sx10^-9 1.0Bx10^-10
CH3NH2 3.22x10^-10 3.22x1(Y -10 4.00x10^-11 4.09w10''-11
CH3SH 1.67x18^-10 1.72x10^-10 1.11x10'-10 1.14x10`-10
CH30H 47x10^-10 2.47xI0^-I1 1.01x10^-12 1.01^10^-13
CO2 8'72w10^-11 8.45x10^-13 5.32x10^-12 5.19x10^-14
a(graphjLe) A.202 0.208 ().692 0.710





Obviously, when the oxygen abundance is insufficient to use up
more than a -smell portion of the available carbon, other compounds
merit be formed from that carbon. Sincew
 the only available
elements with abundances greater than or comparable to C etre H and
N, obviotrsly the compoundr, formed mast be- hydrocarbons. nitriles.
aminF,g , etc. The Hydrocarbon abunrianc_e s, are enhanced by about a
factor of 100, and HCN is enriched by about a factor of 10, in the
O-depleted gcae. However, it is important to reali.-& that the
- • fold erir s chment of N and they 5-4 ofd enrichment of C assumed in
theses calculatsr:,n g
 accotrnt for an enrichment of C2 hydruc,;krbons by
r) far..tor of 25 and HCN by a factor of 10. ThLPS for the heavier
hydro(:,4r hoes the ef+ectsi of C enrichment and G depletion arks
comparable.
It c s riot suf f 1 c i en t simpiy to know how muCh of these
product_% are present in the Shocked q.3s. What we need to know is
the nve~-all r_.onchntratican of these species in the bul l atmaw phere
after- gc.rertehi ng and mixing of the briockeed gas with the unheated
background gab. 	 The method of cal cul ati un ca+ l._ewi -3 ( 1913()),
modifi F?d to take into account the best. avai l at,1 F? esti mates of the
lightning energv dissipation rate (6orucki, et gal.. 1982) will be
used.
Fees uckl , et al . , find that. the rate of ener yy cl i u,si pat. s can by
Jovian lightning is about 0.36 erg/cm-'2 s. We Shall assume that
this entire ener qy f l u>: is employed in heating parc:el 5 of the
Jovi in atmosphere t.o e:: act l y th 1a opt i mum pr F-?h yure and tamper at:ure
cunds t i rans for synthesis, of or q,anic. matter. Too law a shock





shocking to too hi qh a temperature wasters energy without
increasing the yield of interestirg products. The I , )-bar points
to Table I ore very close to that optim(,m. The energetic cost of
heating the parcel to the optimum temperature! (2000 to 230010 is
,bout 3>; li) It erg/q.	 Th(.es the available 1 i nhtni ng energy flux  can
hock about 1.2x1(:)' -12 g/cm-2 s to these optimum conditions. The
tr_►tal mass flux through the region of the water clouds is given by
the product of the density t ► rneas the mean vertical overturn speed,
V. li ►.et v is just the ratio of the eddy diffusion coefficir_nt k to
they
 scale height H. For K - :3xl0-'H, H - 5xlW6, and a density of
10 — 4 q/rm	 we CaJ c_ul ate a turb ►_(1 ei ► t mass flux  of 8x, 14Y -:3 g/cm-"2
s through this region. The ma-:s fraction of eshuc_ired gas in the
total Mow is theael 1.°;>:10'-lC ► .	 Ih ► -► s a -ipecies prod ►_ere-d with a
mole fraction of 10 4 in they shocked gas (for example, HCN) would
have a vole fraction of '`10''-14 i ► i the bulk atmospheres.
Table II %Ummarize_' as r	 mules fractions of lightning-produced
q,ases after dilution by turbulent mixing with the ►.enshockeed
bac-kgr*Ound atmosphere.
	 Tn sivvnral wa ys. thin it- a gerivrOus
wstiln,ites .	 F'ir st	 they largest pl<:Ausible enrichment factor.+ for C
and N a -e3 used. Second, water is assumed to be depleted to much
lees than the: C abundance.	 Third, the vary lr ►w-pressse_ ► re
conditions usstrd tend to ma y : i mi : e t.h p yield of nrgan ►. c matter per
erg, but. rea p : t_i c: shock events near t.hc? water Saturationon level on
Jupiter- (200 to 2E30K for the rand(- of water Abundances from 10-"'-5
of solar to wol ar) will more typically run be-tween 15 and 50 bars.
At such high pressures the optimum conditions for formation of





Moles Fractions o+ Lightning-Produced bases
outer mixing wt th Unahocked ptmospherr!
C2H2	 7.0x10"-14
Nom?	 2. 7x 10"-14
HCN	 1.8>.10-'-14
C2H4	 6. 4x 1U•"-15
C2Ht3	 3. 7x 10-"-17
CH-:,L,N	 7.:3r, lo: .--Ie






i►ner - getic cost of achieving these- higher temperatures will
decrease the nr.t energrtic efficiency of the process. 'This will
of cour se r result in lower mole fractions of the products in the
bulk atmosphere afte-r dilution.
Ones r. annot simply postulate that al 1 lightning occurs at the
ommoni s cloud laver- arid therefore given v a s:, t i y better y: ealdse	 in
fact, the Voyager optical flash data place very severe limits on
such 4 1 ache %. and the very brat of them would he- only about twice
as e++icient in gw,ierat.ing organic matter as the examples used in
Tabl r 1 1 .	 They tivei n advantages of poat u! &t1 nq gueh lightning  i s
that theb production of orgiAnic matter may be assigned 1.0. a region
where the caddy me x i nq rate  i s low (may. 10-6 cm' 21%) , and mr_e y thus
i egult in greatly er ► hance•d abundance6 of product.S. Huwfever, thee,
the logle- al wqu ivalent of postulation ex tensive Iightninq at
the tropopae_ersee on J-arch. Such lightning ea o4 courne very rar-e,
,snd in i nVe'tr !ably itsscicl acrd with rnaSsi ve, highly turbulent
ri i inbtes towFer a that ar e -so buo y ant (due to latent heat re-lease)
that they penewtrate and ovwrshnot the t.rcearapat.tsre. On Jupiter this
E. i nd n4• behs.ivl or woul d be ruled nut:. on energetic. grounds by a low
water vapor ribundanrE.	 i f the re=c^e_ti _,e te= amount of water were..
present (F.,eerh<aps 10 times the s.ol. sr- abundance), anti if the? ie
motion-. remained coherent +rnm thf^ saturation lever (^'300K) to the
tropcipdttse ( 1 130K) over a vertical trave l of 80 ►:m, then the
lightning  pr-odt.er_ t 5 would tie those for a wet atmosphere. rich in
Co.
The observational implications of this discussion are easy to
w>;pr ess: lightning di =.chargee!i on Jupiter- do not pi-oduce any
2	 ( . 'AL PAM 19
OF NOR QUALITY
productm in observable amowtm. So for as wet can address the NCN
abundance problem, the best available source appears to be
quenc h i nq of hot grses at equi 1 i br i i im near the 1200 to 14044 level
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Appendix 1: listing of PROGRAM JUPITER..... ...................A 1
Appendix 2: Molecular abundances at equi1ibium along an
in a sol ar--compost t i on Jovi an model atmosphere A 4
Appendix 3: Molecular abundances as in Appendix 2, but with aten -fold depletion of 0 and C and N enrichment A 0
Appendix 4: Molecular abundances as in Appendix 1, but with
oxygen depleted by a factor of 100 .............Al2
Appendix 5: Molecular abundances as in Appendix 4, t"t with
oxygen depleted by a factor of 10-5............ A15
Appendix 6: Molecular abundances to a gas shocked in the
vicinity of the water clouds: U depleted 10x...A19
Appendix 7: Molecular abundances as in Appendix 6, but with
oxygen depleted by a factor of 100 .............A21
Appendi: 8: Compusition of a gas shocked in the vicinity u+
the ammonia c:lo"ds. with 0 depleted liar; ........ A2'2
Appendix 9: Composition► can as in Appendix 8, but with oxygen
depleted by a factor- o+ 100 ....................A24
►
30 ^} ^pe ti,dtK ^ - _
I REM '	 PROGRAM JUPI TER
16 READ ABH, AEiHE, AbO, ABC, Alih ,^b3U, ABNE
20 FOR NT - 1 TO 10
22 1NNUT "TemperatLire
	 ", TR
25 READ T, KH, KH20, K.CO, K:CH4, KL02
16 READ T, KUH, KO, KC, KH2S, KH5
:''7 READ T, KCN, KHCN, KNH3, KSO2, KS
B READ T , K(-2H6, KC'?H4, KC2112, K.C:3H8
29 READ T, K.CH 50H, KHCHO, KHCOOH, K:CH3SH
W RLAD T, KCH 3NH2, KCH aCN, KC2N2. K N2H4 , K N
•36 I F TR - T T HLN 40 ELSE 25
40 INPUT "U-,N adi abat (1) or inse--r t pressurFS (2) "; 1
41 IF I = 1 rHEIV 45 ELSE 50
45 PR - 4.2E-08* T -.-33-333
46 GOTO 60
iO INPUI "Total preS%Ure (bar s) _ ",PR
30 ASH - .001*PR*ADH
^1 ABHE _ . 0(- )l *ADHE *F-'R
62 AE40 - .001 *AE+O*PR
63 ABC = . O01 *ABC*PR
14 ABN _ . 001 *ABN*PR
ADSU	 . tii ► 1 *ABCn(.1*F'R
..,6 ABNE: _ .0014ADNEWR
W) REM I N I f I AL GUESS OF ELEMENTAL. AI::I I V I 'C' I E'j
d  RH
	 {K:H/4> +SUR(KH +H*AVH)
;_i2 RN =	 (KN / 4) i SUR (KW 2'+E3 *ALAN)
F1(] = i;?*AE.(0) / c S*KH20*RH ':.^ ►
t14 PHI' = RH `'2
::t`, GR = ABC/ ( (K:CO*RO) + (KCH4*PH -1 ' 2) >
c36 RS s AE'.ISU/ ( (K902*RO-2) (K:H: 1 S*F1 H2) )
99 INDEX - u
:200 F- OR I T ER == 1 'T0 1(--)()
201 INDEX = INDEX+1
202 PH	 kJ-i*RH
207) PH2 RH
2(M F'44F = ADHE
.:'05 PNE = AHNE
210 PCO x K:LO*GR*RG
' I"'CH4 - k:C:H4*bR*PH2-`2
►-'CO2 = K.0O2*GR *RO''2
'I3 FC == VC*G R
4 F='C:2H6	 2
FC2Fi4 - K:C2H4*f=• H-' ^2*lR,.'`
F'C'H:?	 K:C:2H2*F'H'y^*(3R '..>
.' PC;:SHL^ = k:C.:'Hf^*F^'H^: 4*(aF1: 'a
.20 POH = K(3H*RH*R0
L FH20 = k::H20*F'Fi :'*fR0
FIO
FO 21 = R  2
PC::H ,01-i =- k;CH:_-'OH*CiP*FAO*F'H2-",-"I
PHCHCI - k::HCN(1*L,R*hCi*F='H^,
2`6 F-'FiLUUFi = KHC'O0H#(-3R*P0':'*PH2
PCN = F C:N*GR*RN
PHC;N = KHCN*GR*N.H*F(hJ
F'Nl-+3 = K.NH _%*RN*PHA'*RH
P14  z RN " 2
E PN = F:hJ*k: N
FC C:: N	 = K:C.^:N2^F:F'IV:'.*CiFt' :'
PC:H.-CN	 k:.CH"'CN*RN*RI4*F'H2*1:3R'•'.'
PN2H4 = K.N2H4*F'N2*PHA' `'?
i F'CH.',NH2	 K:I;Fi.3NH2*GR*RtJ*RH*PH;?: _,
F'H2S - V.1-42' *R:a*PH::'
'41 F'SC)." k:SL''2 *RS *F'CI:'







244 PS 2 = RS- 2
	 / 1
24,5 PCH3SH - PCH3SH*UR*RS*PH2• .`
400 REM CALCULATE ELEMENTAL SUMS
401 SH • (PH+PUH+PHS+PHC.IV) +2 * (FH2+PH2O+PH2S+PC2H2+PHCHO+NHCOOH) +3 * (PCH3CN+•PNH3) +
4* (f-'G2H4+PCH30H+PCH3SH+PN2H4+PCH4) +5*PCH:'_KNH2+6*PC2H6
402 SC = NCO+PCO2+P[,FI4+PL:*FHC:N+ . FCN+F'rH.-IOH+f HCHO+F'HC:(IOHf-PCH3NH2+PCH3SH+2* (FC2H2+P
C2H4+PC2H6+PCH3CN+PC2N2)
4C>3 SO . FHA'O+FCO+POH+FO+F^CH30H+PCH:5L)H+2* (PO2+PCO2+PS02+PHCOOH)
404 SN - F'N+F'NHZs+PCN+f :, HCN+FCH3NH_?+F'CH3CN+L'* (PN2+F'C2N2+PN2H4 )
405 !jS
	




	 ABS (SH-- ADH) / ABH
i1 1 E:O	 ABS (SO-APCI) /ADD
2 Ec	 Abs (SC AEC-) / ADC
4''.:+ EN	 ADS (SN-ABN) /ABN
4:4 ES	 AbS (SS•-ABSU) /A6S(.J
440 IF EW".001 THEN IF EW-001 THEN IF EC+;.001 THEN IF EN<:.U01 THEN IF ES<..001 T
HEN GO T O 5(J I ELSE:. GOT O 449
449 REM C:,OMPARE. EL..FMENTAL SUMS TO A tIONDANCES
45(:) IF INDEX =  1 THEN 452
4b l (30 10 4 b
4`,^ RH - RH*SQR (AEJH/5H)
453 U01 U `:,OC)
4`i5 IF INDEX - 2 THEN 457
4tj6 GO TO 460	 ORIGINAL PACE fS457 RO - R(1* (ADO/1-30) 	 OF POOR Q
458 6010 5()(')11^LITY
460 1F- INDEX =-	 T HEN 462
461 GOTO 465
462 GR - GR* (ABCs/SC)
46 y, GOT 0 cti(:►
4e) 5 IF: INDEX - 4 (HE: N 467
466 b0TO 4 /(}
467 RN - RN*SUR (ABN/ SN)
468 GU Tu 5uu-
4 7()  IF INDEX = 5 THET4 472'
,171 (aO TO 4 H H
47'::' RS = RED'* (AbSU/SS)
88 1 NDE_X - t: ►
00 NEXT ITER
bf.)l REM OUTPUT kESUL_TS OF 1 (E:RATTON
bt:i;' PLAY "n11 t 2''^002c8dBEZHf 8y8aE3b8U .;c202b 16a 16y i 6+- 1.6e 1 6d 16c'd '
-	 "	 1
^11J'^i F'RINI "Tr=mp^•-r att_(re
 •_=	 :T,	 F-'re^s(.^rr^ -	 ;E-': h^tY^	 :ITEF<; itNYat.inris
506 PR I NT
::'1 (	 ''F` I 1A T	 n+ qC1sp-i i n bars"
"()8 PRINT "H i";F'H;" H.?	 ";F'N'2;" He = ";FHE;" Ne .=:";F'NL.
1.509 F , PINT 11 0 =";P0;" 02 = ";F'CJ '; " OH	 ;POH; " H20 =" ; FH2O
51G F'RINT 11 N = ";FN;" N2 =";PN2;" NF13 =";FNH3-." CN =II -. RCN
511 F'R1hJI "C =";F'C:;" C'O =";F'(::0;" CO2 -";PC,O.';" C114 =";F("H4
12 FRINT 11S =: ".F'Sz"
 
S22 ="pFS 2; " HS, =";F'H;i:	 H2S =";FH2S
"11:1 PR IN I "U2H6	 C2H4 = " ; PC2H4; " C"21H2
14 PRINT' "CH':-)OH - "; FC;H'_,OH,- " HCHO = "; PHCHO; " HC:UGH = "; PH('.00H
.;1`; F-'RINT "L:H :NH:2' _ ";F'LW-`ANH2;" CH'"C'N - ";F'CH'-)CN;" C:21V2 = ":FC"'2,IV2,
::116 f''F11N f "N y?H^^ _ ": F'I12Fi 11; " HCN - "; f^HC;N; " CH_;SH = "; F'CH:7SH; , 502, _ "; PS02
b19 ERIN(
52Q FI R INI "INPUT AhUNDAN(:.E.S OF ELEMENTS"
1 FIR INT "H -" ; ADH; " 0	 ; ABO; " C :=" ; AEiC; „ N =" ; APN; " S ="; AI^SU
`122` F'R1N] "	 (.3raphit.e nt::tivity =": (:;R
'3 PR I hO "CALCULATEDTED AbUNDoN(,'ES OF ELF.-ME'NTS
,..l.t:. 4 f ' 1 C'J T	 H - ; .a hi ;	 0 - : S O ;	 C- . to C ;	 N - • 1- ;
  	 is -- : 13S
"-1 45 1.NFUT "Type 1 to continue, 0 to end:", GOON
46 i F L30ON = 1. I I (FIN 6t**)(-') 
1. 1 : ► () NE. X I NT
out) DAIH 1156, 1	 ^ 1. 11^:.. L1;J 1n,'.1.::( ► b`:., , tJ.{ 1 : '► 1 ,( ► . irLt7/J
A-3DA i H	 ), O. tib'.' o u r ci . c, y 7i_ -	 04.:E - 1 1	 -.614,	 X13 _±
.3 DA TA 0 "0, 2.181E-J. 1.472E 	 2. 046E	 4. 498E5, 2. 891 E-3
, 4 DA I A 2000, 7.06!E-9 9   1.121E-5, 1.054E-3,  1.033E. -13
11U5 DATA 2000, 3. 2WE:-- S, 30. 52, 3. 0 74E.4, ` . 408E-7
1206 DATA 2000, 6. 6WE-1 1 , 9.736E-7, 1.647E-6, 5. 76eE-15, 9.5E-10
1211 DATA 1900, 7.907E-4, 7691 9 4.275E7, 5.236E-4, 7.907 E1U
212 DATA 1900, 1.932, 2M SE-4, 3.467E-12, .817, 4.2E-2
213 DATA 1900, 1.972E-07, 9.705E-3, 2.4:+8E-5, 1.406E6, 1.442E-3
214 DATA 19VO, 9. 496E-9, 9.669E-6,	 164E--4, 1.404E-13
15 DATA 1900, 6.349E-Z, 44.51 , 1 . 2 OE5. 7.412E-6
6 DATA 1900,	 7.470E-79  6. 166E .-7, 4.:328E-15, 9.496E-9
1 OA E F; 1e00, 3.565E-4. 1.062E4.  6. 471 E7, 1.342E-3,  :3. 192E 1 1
DATA 18OO, 2.203, 1.005E-4, 2.0 ►5E-13, 1.122, 3.147E-2
DATA 1801), 4..345E-8. 9.462E .-3, 2.965E--5. 5E6, 6.65:3E-4
► DATA I SOO, 1.318L-S, 0.:204E-6, 2. 3:3:_+E-4, 2.223E-13
225 DA TA 1000, 1 . = 1 8E-2, 61.70, 4.712E5 9 1.052E-5
1226 DAIA WOO, 8.2u4E-°11, 5.559E-7 9 2.070E-7, 3.14HE-15, 3.6b6E-11
1251 DATA 1500, 1.754E-5,  `;. a0` M. 3. 054E8. 2. 630E-39 6. 3, '24EI •3
1 252 DA I A 1500 9 3.622, 4.037E-6, 1.949L-1/,  V/`" 0, 1.1E -'2
W DA 1 A 1500, 1.060L-10,  1.663E--3. 6.252E-3. 6. '237E6, 3.556V-5
4 DANh; 1 500. 4 ..`_ 92E:-11, 4.107E-6,  i . 141 E -5. 1.031E-12
DATA 1500, . x'110, 3.332E2, 7.757E=7, 3.9H4E--5
DAIA 1500. 1.231E-10, 1.E117E-7, 3.265E-9, 9.354E-16 9 6.067k-14
DATA 1 200, 1.963E-7,  7.925E7, 3.01ZE.9. 1.581E--2. 1.750E:17
DATA 1100, 1.709, 2.400E-H, 1.114E-23, 23.12, 2.1913E-
DATA 1200, 2.339E-14, 1.227E-4.  1.9'.23E-4, 8. 77E:1 1 , 4.446E-7
DATA 1200, 2.992E-7, 1.721E-6,  1.234E--7. 1 . 02'9E-1 1
DATA 1200, 13. `9, ;.6:37E!, 1 .639E I I . 2.9!5E-4
DATA 1200, 2.165E-10, 3.:390E-8, 6.4 oE::-1;;. 1.517E--16. 4.197E-18
VAN 1000, 2.259E-9, 1. 153E:10, 2M77E10. 9.75E-29 4.786E2(-)
DAN 1000, 16. `:,1, 1 .56F-10.  6.31E -30, 1 41 .6, 0.457E-4
DATA 1000, 3.9E-la, 9.036E-6. 5.84aE--4, 1. ?4 5E I5, 5.623E:--9
0010 1000, 1 . 945E b i 6.114E-1,--1, 1.. 034E ..-10, 1 . oME_•-10
DATA 1000, 075. , Z.972M 3. 4`.;9E:14. 2.163E-3
DATA 1000, 4. 169E -10, 6.324E-Y, 1.20W-14 9 ' .46E -17, 2.965E-22
DA I A eOO, .:. 091 E --12, 1 . 945E.1'3, 0. 204E 1 1 , 1 . 4. 6.761F25F•.25
Do lo  UOO, 2. 4U I . ? .925L-14,  0. 2. 099E 3, 4.0460-5
.	 DA I H 800, 8.166E-24. 1.853E-7,  2.` 19E--3, 6. 683E.19. 8.185E-12
DAM 300, 3.:'28E:--5, 2.042E-7,  1.60 _+E-1 "2. 4.808E-9
DATA 800, 5.194E5 9 1 . 66E:6. 3. 767E 19. 4 .: 25E: -2
DAlA SOO, 1.361E-9, 6.012E:-10, 1MWE -10, 1.82'E 1E3,.003E-28
DA 1 A 600, 4.613E-17, 4 . 95E I E3, 2.08E14. 100.2, 2. 54 I E;34
DATA 600, W7.3, 2.66/E-19, 0, 4881. , 2.004E-8
1	 DATA 600, 2.71E-33, 2.706E-10,706E-10, 4.169E-2, 1.406E26.  4 . 3.. SE-- 113
13"4  BATA 600, 3.485E-3,  2. 404E_B, y'. 02HE-7, ._. 168E--- E,
1345 DATA 600, 2.449EtO, 7.464E:8. 0.67OE27,
-4 q DATA 600, b. 222E -9, 1.057E-11,  1.191E;-24, 2. 2 2BE- 20. 0. 298E: -_39
END
OmcmAL PACS IS
OF POOR QUAL P"n
ar«
F:uN	 ORIGINA rAC:E 15
1 emper r atur a - 20(:►U	 OF POOR QUALITY
Use ,ad i aba,t (1) or insert pr es -sur F p s !2)? 1
Temper atur - p z 2000	 Nres-scir-e	 42-31.  1 17 bars	 ib i. t-er at i ons
!	 F'r°e.ssur-es c ► t gores in bars
9.872717E--02 04' _ -5704.659 yfie - 516.4525 UJ- - .9715232
O - s . 603932E-1 t i U2 - 1.5392)73E-13  Ur( - 1 . 386YBE-U5 LIX20 = 5.040033
N = 1.672887E•- 1(, tj" - :,. 1(.)t►888E.-O;' t#<-43 - .81246 .76 CN - 1.972217E-11
= 1.7146()6E. -14  L/i = 5. 9 -') 58E49E- t► 	 (,^.^f'it	 1 . 7E1^J^: ► .,E-^- ► E,	 4 •- ".752047
= 1.113569E-C ► 7 S2 - 1.6Ei'2017E-Q9 H	 2.57H749E-•04	 a = 9.329559E-02
-
^	 9. 4 54o l i6E -- ► 1t, C 'F1 = 4. (75(:)(.)91 E_-U5 i'?H2 - 1 . C ► '2 7846E-i )6
A.3UH	 9.087(-)49E-U6 (	 10	 2.27599BE-05 AHCOOH = 1.07494E-°<t8
k;0tNII'2	 5.()443C► 7E-•()6 Lj. -CN	 1 .tit 7646E-(:)13	 t-- 2N.:'	 1.344298E-14
,i,I.H4 - 2.455018E-- 09 ^.:'N - E3.094`,84E--( + b	 ,SH	 1.561928E-07 SO'.:
2. 8.139605E-1 y,
INPUT ADUNDAHCES OF L_ L E'ME NT 5
tl	 7%1:_',.+, 529	 0 = to. (_ ► 4.`.:,` Y rt]	 C - 2. 75E3"±64	 IV -- .13741592	 S - 9. 3!.=j ,4(')9E-(:)2
Graphite aL:tivity = 5.1-.310479E-04
.AL-CUL.A FEU AE+LINDANLES OF' ELEMENTS
i ,. 7433.5'2 f U •- 5.(145994 L; - 2}. 7`W)"65 IV = . 8745714 a = 9.:-+55414E-ii2
^vpe 1 to continue. C ► to end:
LIST	 2RUN :51-UAD" 4SAVE" 5CONT 6, "L.F-T1 TIRON 8lR0FF9k:EY 	 USCREF^!
Uk
RIJN
I emper atur e = 1'i'(:!(:!
;,>t- c,d 1 a(bat. (1) or insert pressur-N g (2) ? 1
emper Atur- e -	 1900	 F're!^s(_(r-N	 3566. 1:319 bars	 5`, iteration--,
F-r es-;ores of	 qa!!z c:,:a	 in bars
4.418467E---0 .2 Hl:	 = 3122. 624	 He = 4 -- % 5.2879	 Ne -•	 .81.06406
5..'	 4Ui bE•-11 02 = a. 13t-i9;•_:'E_ 14	 OH	 =	 1.91(1.3.(_ ► 6E-Cit-) H'?O .- 4.249506
1 . 529486E--09 N2 = 2. 594236E---('.)2	 NhA =i	 =	 . 685201. CN ==	 1 . 444(i64E-1 1
I . 5/6262E--1b CO	 - 3+. 4:.:+ 9115E:•-U:3+	 CU's'	 _•	 1. 1'.2 55 .3 .M -06 CH4	 - 2. 32 12C)6
4. 45-2 7422 E-408 S2 S. `:j:_,t;(:► (34E: -1 C!	 HS	 _	 7.247219E'--0519E: - (:)5	 H2S' =	 7.87 7784E--02 
6.9/6 5 3 E-C- )5 	 C: 21- 4 -	 1.94@814E-05 	 021-12 _ 3. =+.3:315	 E - C>•7
OH =	 4. 90(	 99E- 6 I-ACHE)	 =	 1. 1 181 1 `i► E--U5	 Ht::00H =	 5. 46 /281 E-(.)9
0421
	=_	 '., `i':°;9Ci73E...4.)6) (' H3CIV	 =	 4..:.;::;964'JE-.-,_!9	 C:2N2 =	 ;.:';064t;:3E•-1 `;
14	 -	 1. 094804E • -•4.49 HCN	 :_:. 9'71:319E -05	 CH;:>SH = I . 0146',9E --06	 SO '2
1 .:`a `:i 9 "31:31: -..1 ';..
J T ABUNDANCES UI = 1 .I_..LME=N"I S
	
6'26`x. 2'91	 0 = 4.''21 5 2977 C = 2. 324@65 N - 7',6778'2 S - 7. HH:i 	 •-0
Gr aph i. t e activit y == 4.546,174E.-04
i,ULATED ABLJI,+IDANC,E S OF EL E:ME NT S
	-6265. `91	 O = 4.'.Z'52976 C = 2.:324H65 1\1 - . T371;1831 S	 7.8851'.-%6E-(.'.)'2
vpe 1. to continUE( , a t.o end:







lemperat ur ,r - 11100
l.Jse ad ►
 abort (1) or i nser-t




pr es^-3ur es (2)" 1
Fr-est-Sitre = 2978.005 bars	 55 iterations
145
F-ressur ens c,+ q,s&-5 in bars
ti = 1 .820473E-02 H2 - -2 607.649 hie = 363. `012 Ne = .613E+7993
1 - 7.349113E-12 01 = 5..-A734E-15 OH - U. 226':-65F-(.-)6 H2O - 3.550567
N - 5.3094 i 3E-12 N2 = .021U902  h4H = .573375  CN == 1.341747E-12
	
- 5.964491E-1'7 CO = 1.i ► C►6192E-03 CO2 = 3.62945.3,E-07 CH4	 1.9404
:i - 1. 496467E--08 S2 = `). 0 1,59`;3BE-10 HS	 3.614738F -05 HAS	 6.581084E-02
^.'2H6	 1 . 056681E-(')5 C2H4	 2. Cl223 4BE-06 C2H2 - 2. 75071 1E-()B
CH 10H	 1 .393552E -u6 HCHO	 2.745031E--06 HCOCIH	 1.3-97117E--09
:H W-42 _ 8. 796895E-07 C:H'.+CN = 4.86(.-)623E-10 C2N 	 1.973932E-16
A2H4 - 4.514542E-10 HCN	 1.492t ► 67E--05 CH3SH = 3.421448E.--07 SO2'
6. ►► 1 39961---1•_,
ENFUT ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
i =- 52-32.033 O = 3.55 1 5135 C: = 1.94 14`,4 N	 .61 52704 S = 6.584734E-02
Graph:. t.e activity --	 126379E-04
:AL CULAT ED AN(..)1V1)ANCES OF ELEMENTS
i = 5232.C.)31 O = .3. ` 5 1585 C = 1.9414b4  N = .61 55712  S = 6.584 7735E-02
Type 1 to continue, 0 to end:
!L. 1131	 '::HUN '+L.OHD" 4SAVt_" 5CONT 6. "LFT1 TFROP-J 81- ROFF9KEY	 C)SCREEN
)k
WN
THntperatUr e = 1 (_ ►C►
Use f--idi abat. (1) or 1 nser - t. pr-ess'  it.tr e s (2)' 71 1
Tempor-atUr-e = 1500	 Fr-eass(_tre =	 1621.74 bars-- 	 70 iter-ations
Pressures o+ gase•^ in bars
,i = ei. 6(.)9b92lE-(:)4 Hi = 1.42().049 He = 197.9564 Ne = .3,7231851
) - 1. 0.3;-56Ci3E-- 14 02	 6. 5t3C►6`.°tf3E- i E3 OH = ' . `() l .'-A4E-C ►7 H M = 1.933974
A - 6.079574E--i7 N2 = 1.004149E-06 'N1+3 '- .,3')52153-'-' C;N = 2.7:'3%2402E--17
_'.88'1!3, 4E-21	 C^U = 1.561576E-•04 CU'2 = C3.'295(.81E-(=1k1 CH4 	 1.057113
389;:.` E -1 r) 2 = 4.514545E -11 HS	 2.785168E-06 H2,S	 .585643E-02
C2H6 = 5.224-327E-06-(76 C2H4 = 3. `i l 47.3BE- 0 7 C -2H2 = 6.43,736E-1f.)
C:H30H -r 2.1'7n6-':'E--07 HCHO a 2.419:,7E:-07 HC::OOH = 	 1.44486E-10
	
1 .86jH42JE-09 CH:'^CN- 	 . B713!41E-13	 1 .:3	 68E-22
N2H4 =	 1 . E394 1396E--15 HC'N -'	 1 . ^1 51 7(:)6E:-OE3 CH;:>SH =	 1.. o.7 595E-Ci7 S02
7" 2E ].4
NPUT ABUNDANCES OFF EL.EMEN I S
ii = 27`849.27-­3 	 IJ	 1 . 9 :*-' 41:'3 1	 C = 1.. Q5 7 'H :	 N = .: 3:755()6`,4	 S = .3.5059-31E- 02
Graphite activi ty
 ^ 1.993239E.-04
.:AL CLJLA'C E:D ABL1NDANCE U OF E.LEME:N-I"S
^1	 _- 	 C'^'1 G'C'	 .3 L C	 2i^ = 2849. t7t_	 ^) - 1.9341-1,1   	 - 1.057 282 	 hJ	 . ..:..:?.Ji:._,Jt'	 J - •^. JH,J ._,1 _'(► ::
I ype 1 to continUe.. U to end:







	 OF POOR QUALITY
Use <adi abdt. (1) or insert. pressures
 (2)? 1
1emper attire - 1200	 Pressure - 770.8155 bars	 60 1 t ca r at ions
Rr &m-m_rres of yaws in bars
H . 5.09985E-06 H2	 674.954 He	 94.08841 Ne - .1769942
0 - 4.27'7621E--19 02	 2. Yt#.3622E --22 OH - 3.44:2014E-09 H2O = . y 19''864
N - 1.930491E-19  N2	 2. 1 1571 BE-03 NH3. - .1551027 CN - 7.50641 3E--20
C: - 7.772461E -28 CO	 3.61285E -1)6 CO2 - 7, .6! ►6337E--09 CH4 = .51)25201
S - 4.855953E--13 52 °= 1.1923916E-12 HS - 6.236913E--08 H2S	 1.704382E--02
C2H6 i 4. 47848E-1)7 C2H4 = .3.816592 -09 C2H21 - 4. 054488E-13
CH30H	 7.42.3,667E-09 HCHO - ::'. 943528E-09 HCOOH	 2. "27832BE-12
CH3NH'-'	 8.6C13116E--(-)9 CH.ZCN	 1.331(-)26E-13 (,2N2	 6.663599E-24
N:2H4 - 1.462149E.-13  HCN	 1 . 023019E-()8 (':H'^SH	 1.018907E-08  SO'2
2.132917:3E-16
INPUT ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
H - 1354.:56 0 - .91929( -.)l C
	
	 . 5(.)25246 N '= . 1592562 S - 1 . 7( -)438BE - (:► 2
Graphite activity - 6.977075E-05
L.ALCULATE.D ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
H - 1354 .'A.156 	 O - . `,' 1 y '29(_ l 1	 (_1 = . 5 4. )15'2'16	 N = .1'593342	 S = 1.7(")4389E-()2
1 ype 1 to continue } 0 to end:
1LIST	 RL.1N .3LOAD" 4SAVE" 5C:C)NT 6. "L..Pl 1 7TRON 81 - ROFF9bEY	 OSCREEN
0 E:
RUN
I emper atur e = 1000
hi.e= adi abat (1) or insert pr essur e tE. (2)' 1.
emNerature - 1. Ow	 ('r-ensure = 419. 7687 bears	 bo ►.t.erations
Pr a g Imuress of q«ses in bars
4. '1130945L-09 W.21 	367.',-j--6_"i8   He	 51.213862 Ne	 . ij963874
l .84': % y__'lE-23 02	 1..395416E-26  OH	 3. 7:39i)b4L-11 H20	 .!5(_)()6265
P•,	 6. 181932E-24 N_' == 4. 347()94E'.--04 NH,-, 	 CN	 1.689.122E ­24
C
	
1. 31092'5E~-34 CO - 7. O61)576E:--(li8 CO2 _ 1.387474E.-IC")  CH4 	 .2736645
a	 1.0o2772E::-15 '3.? = :'N.180299E . --14 HS = 1.5^:'%85:_•E:-09 H2S = 9.281751E-03,
f:2H6
	 C; H4 = 3.915106E-11 C2H2 = 2.116-34E-17
G_K.30H	 894542E-1(.) HCHO	 3.582961E.--ii HCOOH	 3.68583E-14
CH.3N(1:' _	 4. 6 7 I4 76E - 1 ('.) (=:H3CN = 4. a 1(.) _396E. - 16 C2N2	 2.405381E - 27
rl ?H4 = 1.444773E-15 HCN - 7.50'396E:-11 CH.3SH = 1 .08 269E-()9 S02
.. t.)98 I H2E-- I H
NPU'T ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
i !	 7:_, 7 . b1)	 .2736,.'-j46  N = 0.672766E-02 S	 9.28175E-03   
Graphite activity = 2.0775::35E=-05
L:ALCUL.A (ED ANUNDANG'ES OF ELEMENTS
H - 73 7. 4998 U = .5o(_)62,66 C = .2736646  N	 8.679173E-(),d,) S = 9.261754E-03
t y p e I to con t i ntAe, C ► to (end:
1L-1bi	 RUN 3LOAD" 4SAVE" 5CGNT 6,"LFT1 7TRUN 8TROFF F 9KEY	 oSCREEN
7 (a




l VMPer atur e - 130C ►
[Jae adi abat (1) or intiort pressures (2)? 1
Temper attire - 800	 Preseure - 199.5163 bar%	 65 iterations
Pressures of y^s>es in bars
1i - 3.821188E-11 H2 - 174.7031 He - 24.35378 No - 4.581306E-02
0 - 5.5496u3E-30 02 - 4.YO3715E-3' OH - 4.857525E-14 H2O - .2379484
t - 1.i171984E-30 N2 - +.53496211-05 NH3 - 4.117'69E-02 C:N = 1.477951E-31
C - 0 CO - 1.748826E-i(i CO2 - 1.0092 14E-12 CH4 - .1300732
i - 9.847014E:-20 S2 - 1.447344E-16 HS - 6.434833E-12 H2S - 4.41IL''A'9E-03
2H6	 1 . ^^`74 y6'7E-49 C'?H4	 . 775289E-14 C2H- = 2. `,9500 1 E- a 1
;t130 - .3.769647E-12,  HCHU - 6.18.,!t ► 1'. -14 HCOOH - 9.823007E--17
:H3N,12 - 9.937116E--121 CH.-',(-:N =	 7.640546E -20 C:2N:' - 3.^41U1E - '4
42H4	 1.963621E - 18  HLN = 4.432783E ­ 14 CH3SH - 4. 8342 -7BE - 1 1 SO2
a. `742S99E '..' 1
. NPU'T ABUNDANCES OF- E LLMEN 1 S
1 - 315u. b.348 U	 .2379484 C	 .1300732 IV - 4.122177E-02 S - 4.4116'28E-03
Graphite activity = 3.044096E °u6
:AL.CULA'TE:D ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
i - ;5(_).5j:348 0 = . 2379484 C_; _ . 1 100732 N = 4. 1244.39E-(:)2 S - 4.411629E-03
, ype 1 to continue. U to end:
:LI5'T	 2RUN 31 (JAL)" µNAVE" 5CONT 6, "LPI 1 77'HON BTKOFF9K:EY 	 uSCRE:E ►v
'UN
I eft,prr atUr e = 600
i,, &
 ,1dr,"bat (1) or insert prt?SSUres (2)? 1
, tamperatur'e = 600	 fire=_SUry - 76.47441 tars	 65 iterations
Nrr_• scUr es of Vase t. in bar a
I as	 774874E-16 H2 = 66.9&2 1>5 He - 9.334786 NP - 1 . 7 5bul 1E-02
a	 0 02 = U UH - 9.5.')1462E--19 H2U = 9. 1'..2C► 54bE-02
1	 U N2 = 4.791225E-•07 NH3 = 1.`812 1-/-E-Cr.2 CN - G
= C ► O (=}(^7. 19215E-- 15 CO2 = o CH4 = 4. 9f35t-)94E-^)2
a = 2.2?9 t' 8BE -26 S2	 2.670()11E-17 HS
	
8.47.3%705E-16 H2S = 1.690974E-03
;2H6 = 1.2W848SE--11 C1H4	 t.327315E-1113 C2H2 = I.6721213E-19
H: %UH m 3. 864259E-" 1. J HC:k1U	 1.7`87 7811 1113 HCOOH	 U
'NH:'	 ' .:> 1 7 .4276E - l 4 C ;H':^CN	 4. 936496E-^'h C'2N2
14 = 4.786719E ­23 HCN - 1 . 7 51077E --19 CH._)SH = 3.933742E-13, S02 	 0
NPU7 ADUNDANCE:S OF ELEMENTS
I I	 1,_,4..-',597 0	 9. 1:.'.054511 -02 C = 4. 9H5694E.-02 N = 1. 5130027E--02 S=
l . 690973E.-O3
Ur aphi t.e act) vi ty = 1. 1096.'9E - ()7
CALCULATED ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
ri = 134. 35,97 U - y .1'20545E-():' C = 4.985694E-ii2 ICI	 1.581389E-o2 S
1. 690974E-0__l
type I to cont.inUe, a t.0 end:




40ewet e  3 If
jep	 ;,Jy	 14
Iemperature	 Pressure	 4219.798 bars	 50 iterations
Pre%%Lkr&g
 
at yeses in bars
H - 9.84/902E-02 H2 m 3686.258 He m 516.4525 No - .9715232
0 - 2.ei o,4543E--11 02 - 1.5,39996E-15 UH " 1-383819E-06 H2O - .5W5906
N - 3.11,6214E-10 N2 - .1110793 NH3 - 1.5'26163 CN - 1.888116E-10
C v U.6/290YE 14 CO m 2.998167E-()3 CO2 - 9.008069E-08 LH4 m 13.7811.
G - 1.191657E-07 S2 m 1.699()5E-09 HS - 2.585213E-04 H2S - 9.329476E-02
L'*'H6	 2.3W2665E-03 C2H4	 I.()258/3,L-o3 C2K-6) - 2.616634E-05
CH30H	 4.n-51488F-0h HCHO	 1.145746E-05 HCUOH - 5.41256E-10
CH3NH4-	 4.768817E-05 LH3CN	 4.89094E-07 C2N2 - 1.232( ►93E-12
N2H4 - 8.706225E-09 HCN	 7.'72993E-04 CHSSH	 7.860851E-07 S02
2. 8552: 6E--1 4
INPUT ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
H - 7431.529 ( J - .5(-)45Y95 C = 13.791822 N - 1.749319 S = 9.3554(-)9E-I)2
Graphite activity - 2.595125E-03
CALCULATED ABUNDANCES OF' ELEMENTS
1.1 - 743,3 .52/ U - .54)45994 C - 13.79184 6-1 14 - 1.749142 9 - 9.35541HE-02
Type I to continue, (. .► to end:
Ok
IL ISI	 2RUN 3LOAD" 4SAVE" 5CONT 6,"LP'TI 7TRON 0TROFF9K.EY	 USCREEN
0 depleted by 10x; 5x sc--)lar , C; 2x solar N
lemper attar e - 1800	 Pr' e'5!5t.Are - 29'70.()4 bars	 50 iterations
Fir e',SSUres of ganes in bars
H - 1.815UY6L--Q:2	 = 2554. 5b4 lie = 363.5(.)12 Ne = .61317993
0 - 7.:37766E-- 13 U2 - 5.388962E-17 OH - 8.2137557E-07 H2O - .3546459
1\1 " 1. 00657 /E-- I I N2 - 7. ff,86244E-O' ? NH-5	 1.079275 CN - 1.2855769L-11
('. - 1`1. 013655. --  16 CO = 5. 1036E35E-04 CO2 z 1.64811E-08 CH4 - 9.7(.-)5944
S - 1.bt)44- )07E-Q13 52
	
5. 110518E-10 HS	 3.62377E-(-)5 H25 - 6.5G0941E-(.'►2
(,'2H,b	 25.657194E-04 C2H4	 6..+74863,E-
 05 C2H'& , = 6.987104E-07
CH 30H6.99766ZE-07 HCHL)
	 1.3185364E-06 HCOOH	 (.)78'366E- I I
CH.^NH2	 E3. 32445 '^*'E--06 CH' CN	 2. 33,5737E-0B C'e-'N 2	 1.812662E--14
N2H4	 1.60763.3E--(-.)9 HCN	 1.426224E-04 (- ' H:7,SH	 1. 72002E-0e3 S02
6.()4I266E-15
INPUT AbIJNDANLES OF ELEMENTS
H - 52132.033 0 - .3ti515135 C = 9.7072169 1 . 4	 1.2-3(.)541 	 S = 6.ti84734E-o2
Graphite activity - 1.074•85E-03
CALCULATED ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
-o2H	 0 ^ .3,551585 C = 9.707269 N	 1.23115J S	 j..584739E
fvf)L- 1, to contmlr-, (-► t.-.o end:
Ok







U depleted by lux; 5m solar C; 2r. solar N	
OF POOR QUALITY
Temperature - 1.500
	 Pressure - 161 I. _,HH Gar s	 70 iterations
Pressures of gases in bars
H - 6.592866E -04 H2 = 1412.828 11e - 197.9564 Nei _ .3723851
O - 1.040552E-15 02 = 6.643705E-20 OH - 3.509121E-08 H2O = .1933336
N - 1.22525E--16  N = 4.07854 -16E -06 NH3 - .670507575 CN - 2.7811347E-16
L. - 1.962495E--20 CO - 7.926:3(-)5E.-05 CO2 - 4.230569E-09 CH4 - 5.286049
S - 2.401472E-10 S2 - 4.55607F-11 HS - 2.792243E-06 H2S = 3.585601E-02
C2H6 = 1.3129 1?6E-04 C2H4	 8.8785E-06 C2142 - 1.634437E-08
LH30H	 1 . 0931 t ►8E-07 HCHU
	 1.221789E-u7  HCOOH
	 7.3314!5,5E-12
CH 3NH2 = 1 . 67e 14 3E -08 CH 3CN = 1.975754E-11  C2N2
	 1.350136E-20
N2H4 - 7.615127E-15 HCN = 1.271113E-07 CH3 SH = 5.41.)7673E-0'7 S02
2.798=48E-16
INPUT` AFIL)NUANGES OF ELEMENTS
H - 2849.2.7-3. U - .19 -341-31  C - 5.2H6409 N = .6701309 S - 3.5855931E-02
Graphite activity - 1.006924E-03
CALCIILA rED AbUNGANCES OF ELEMENTS
H - 2849. 272 O - . 19:'-,41 -'3.1 C. = 5. 1H6409 N - .6705157 S - ').585934E-02
fype f to continue, 0 to end:
Ok
1 L I ST	 2RUN 3LUAD" 4SAVE" `: CON T 6, "LP T 1 77 RONi 8TROFF 9KEY
	 USCREEN
0 depleted by 10x; 5x solar C; 2;: solar N
Temperature =	 Pressor e =. 768. 7.3,73 bar- s	 55 i ter at i ons.,
Preis-ures of gases in bars
H = `;. 0869 _,5E:-•06 H2 - 671 .5'7t98 He - 94. 08041 Ne = .1769942
0 - 4.2993E--20 02 - 2".983633.5E .-. 24 9H - 3.450697E-10 H2O - 9.192717E:-02
N ::
 .3./12444E-19 1'92	 NH3 _ .3()-9.13098  CN - 7. 44e 318E-19
C: - 3. 925844L--27 CO	 1.834086E--06  CO2
	 1 . 840058E--1 ^ ^ CH4 - 2.512599
S	 4.8806.3E:.--l*-*3 S` - 1.205072E.-12 HS - 6.2527341:-C18 H S = 1.70437HE-02
C21-46 =	 1.125'1)11E'--(.')5  C2H4	 9. 638732E-08 C H:' =
	 i.. 029159E-1 1
CH 30H =-	 ^ . 7.3,o642F -(:)9 HCHU - 1. 486742E .-(.)Y HC.'OUH	 1. 156509E-13
C W' N1 .1'2	 8.428991E-(-)8 CH3%CN	 6.620383,E-12 C2W.2	 6.560652E-..22
N2H4 = 5. 505053E - 1
	 HC:N	 1 . 012.1 5:3 1 E-0 7 CH 5H
	 5. 12()4 :3E-oB SOS
,x .8/2445E.- 18
INPUT ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
H = 1354.256 U = .091.929 C - 2.51'2623, N = .311:35124 S - 1.704.388E--02
:iraphite activity - 3.524097E--04
C:ALCLJL A'T ED ASUNDANCE:S OF ELEMENT'S
H = 1 `_)54.:25
	 U -- .091929	 C: - 2.51262"::'
	
1\1 = ._::,11372):)1
	 S =- . ►:► 17(--)439
type 1 to continue, 0 to end:
0k
,.L.IST	 2RUN 3LOAD" 4SAVE" 5CON'T 6, "LPT1 7TRGN 131I:OFFF %:EY	 ()SCREEN
J
,410
depleted by lox; 5x. solar Ci 2x solar N
"empe•ratur a	 1000	 Pr essure - 418.6334 bars	 60 i ter ati on%
Pressures of gases in bars
1 - 4.319944E-013 142	 36`,. 6989 He - 51.2 3862 Ne - .0963874
1 ) - 1.852189E-24 02 = 1.409682E-28 OH - 3.748603E-12 H2O - 5.006262E-02
A - 1.233176E-23 N2 - 1.72982E-03 NH3 - .1700957 CN - 1.702163E-2'
- 6.621639E-34 CO	 3.584,67E-08 CO2 - 7.079948E•-12 CH4 - 1.368321
3 - 1 . U0 7885E --15 S2 	 3.212818E ­ 14 HS - 1.527733E-09  H2S - 9.281751E-03
:2H6 - 1. i!47521 E ­06 - 10 u 9. 887E328E  U C2H2 - 5.372195E
:H30H - 1 . 4 24649E-10 HCHO - 1.809796E-11  HCOOH = 1.871249E-15
.::H3NH2	 4.653476E-09 CH3CN - 2.025°,8:3E- 14 G2N2 - 2. 44'?U971=-25
42H4 - 5.690929E-15 HC:N = 7.5,41 79-W-10 CH3SH - 5.441(.)53E-09 SO4
. 14:;81 BE -20
INPUT AbUNDANCES OF EI_EME.NI S
rl - 737.50ol U = 5.Ot►6265E -02 C - 1.368323 N - .173455.3, S - 9.281715E-03
Graphite Activity - 1.049,,88E-04
:.'ALCOLATED ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
*i - 737.5 O - 5.006266E-0:' C - 1.:68323 N - .1735553 5 - 9.28175(3E-03
Eype 1 to c.ont i nLIP. o to end:
Ok
1LI5T	 2RUN 5LOAD" 4SAVE" 5CONT 6. " LPT - 1 7TRCIN BTROFF9KEY	 OSCREEN
remperatUre	 800	 Pre SSUre! - 1.98.9755 beitres	 60 iterations
Pr ensures of Vases in barn
H - 3.811463E-11 H2 - 17-3.815  He	 Ne - 4.581:-%06E--02  
17 5.577958E-31 02 - 4.95 ­)954E-35 OH a 4.1369919E--15 H'20 - '2.379484E-()2
N - 2.1575,_1 9E-'O N2 - 1.4'1997E-04 NH _ 8.223911E-o'er' GN r- 1.502573E--30
C - 0 Cu = U.878852E-11 CO2 = 5.150129E-14 C:H4 - .6503657
S = 9.8973,:7,8E-20 S2 - 1.462175E-16  HS = 6.451257E-12 H2 S = 4.411633E- -03
C2H6 = 4.007795E.-OH C21H4 = 1.458614E-121  (':2H2 = h. 5H76 57E-2 )
UH:!,OH x 1 . 8944!^4E-12 HCHO	 . 1-7"26 73E- 14  HC:OOH	 4. 987581 E--18
L;H:3NH2 = 9.91476E-_'--11 CHMN = 3.897904E-10 C2N y'	 :.).659975E-32   
N2H4 = 7.87:_866E-18 HCN m 4.495161E--17, C:H3SH	 2.429492E-10 S02
4. ou.3,347E-2:.3
INPUT ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
H = .3.50. 5341•:3 0 - 2.3794134E-02 C = . 6503658 N = 8.244354E -02 S
4.411628E-03
Graphite activity - 1. 537642E-05
CALCULATED ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
H = :50.5.=46 U := 21 .3794134E-o2 C = .6503658 N = 8.2525`5)lE-02 S
4.411634E-03
Type 1 to contimt&, O to end:
O1.
i L 1'3 1 	 2RUN	 LOAD" 4SAVE" 5CON1 6, "L.PT 1 7TRON H 1 ROF F9k;EY 	 ►)SCREEN
'."' TVAL PAGE 13
OF POOR QUALITY
All
u dep i eted by 10x; 5x solar C1 2m solar N
l e!mpcereture - 60U	 Pressure - 76.26707 bare	 65 i terrat 1 one
Pressures of gasses in har x
H - 3.765265E-16 H2 m 66.623 He = 9.334786 Ne - 1.756011E-02
U . 0 02 - O OH - 9.555766E-20 H2O - 9.120545E-03
N - 0 N2 - 1.945733E-06 NH3 - 3.162349E-02 CN = ^^
r: - 0 CO - 3.716005E-15 CO2 - 0 CH4 	 .2492841
- 2.251438E--;:6 S2 - 2.697377E-17 HS 	 0.495338E-16 H2S - 1.690976E-03
G2H6 = 3.237684E-10 C2H4	 3.3541293E-17 C2H: - 4.244142E-18
H30H	 1 . 942004E-15 HCHO = 6. 884 ► ► i ►6E —1 `^ HCOOH = 0
.H3NH2	 2.328944E-13 CHSCN = 2.518906E-24 C2N2 	 0
N2H4 - 1.924185E.--22 HCN - 1.777929E--18 CH3SH - 1.976925E-12 S02 = U
..NF'UT ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
1 = 134.3597 U - 9. 120544E!-i ►3 C - . 2492847 N - 3. 1600 ,54E-02 S -
1 . 6909 73E- 03
Graphite activity a 5.605051E-07
CULATED ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
134..3596 U - Y. 1?0545E- 4!3 L: - . 249:?B47 N - S. 162738E-02 S =
1. 690976E- 03
, ype~ 1 to continue, 0 to ends
I,




I ORIC 114AL PA6E
OF POOR QUALM
Flluemperature
dmrp^wt^d by 100m; 5x %olar C; 2w su/^, N
 - 2000	 Prm,swre - 4219.793 bare	 50 xte,etions
Pressures o+ genes in bar%
H °° 9.846499E-02 H2 = 3686.705 He w 516.4525 Ne - .9715232
O = 2.W4231E-12 02 = %.W962/E-17 OH = 1.383137L-07 Kj8 = 5.01591SE-02
N - 3.165769E-10 N2 = .1110481 NH3 m 1.526226 ON = 1.887765E-10
C - 6.672514E-14 CO - 2.997672E-04 CO2 - 9.005503E-10 CH4 = 13.783G9-3
S = i.19151SE-07 92 = 1.69064E-09 HS = 2 ^ 585057E-04 H2S = 9.329479E-02
C2Hc^ = 2.383315E-OZ C2H4 = 1.026@29L-{)3 C2H2 = 2.61671SE-05
CHWH	 4.551939E-07 HCHO	 1.145695E-06 NC80H = 5.411673E-12
CNWH2	 4.769375E-05 CHWN = 4.8Y0698E-07 C2N2 	 1.231635L-12
N2N4 = 6.78589E-09 HCN = 7.728962E-04 CH3SH - 7.86144BE-07 682 =
2.85420@E-16
INPUT AbUNDANCGS OF ELEMENTS
H = /433.529 O = 5.045995E-02 C - JA.!9182 N = 1.748319 S - 9.355409E-02
Graphite activity = 2.595(07E-03
;ALCU{ 'A[EO ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
/ = 743;.520 O = 5.045945R-02 C = 13.79182 N = 1.749143 S = .0935542
ype \ to continue. 0 tn end:
LL1S7	 2RUN 3LDAD" 4SAVE" 5CDNT 6,''LPT1 77RON 8TROFF9KEY	 0SCREEN
) de,pieted by |00:: 5x solar Q 2x so1ar N
' emperature = 1800	 Pressure = 2970.w39 bars	 50 iteration-3
Pr pssures of gases in bars
i = 1.8K007G-02 HZ = 2594.873 He = 363.5012 Ne = .6837993
/ = 7.376757E-14 02 = 5.3B7644E-19 OH = 8.237055E-08 H2O = 3.546461E-02| = 1.006833E-11 N2 = 7.584o67E-02 NH3 = 1.079319 CN = 1.28533E-11
= 3.013053E-10 CO = 5.102o5E-05 CO2 = 1.847292E-10 CH4 = 9.706406
' = 1.505823E-08 S2 = 5.109267E-10 HS = 3.623548E-05 H2S = 6.580944E-02
` 6 = 2.657121E-04 C2H4 = 6.373903E-05 C2H2 = 6'985194E-07
OH = 6.997143E-08 HCHO = 1.38509E-07 HCOOH = 7.076101E-13
NH2 = 8.324165E-06 CH3CM = 2.334907E-08 C2N2 = 1.811424E-14
14 = 1 ' 607567E-09 HCN = 1.425824E-04 CH3SH = 1.719891E-06 SO2 =
6.08903E-1?
INPUT ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
}| = 5232.033 O = 3.551585E-02 C = 9.787269 N = 1.230541 S = 6.584734E-02
Graphite activity = 1.074172E-03
CALLULATED ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
H - 5232.031 O = 3.551585E-02 C = 9.707269 N = 1.231151 S = 6.584741E-02
!ype 1 to continue, o to end:
Ok
KIST	 2RUN 3LOAD" 4SAVE" 5CONT 6,"LPT1 7TRON 8TROFF9KEY 	 0SCREEN
,
/ Uep|eted by 100x: 5x solar C; Wx solar N
'emperature = 1500	 Pressure = 1617.343 bars	 70 iterations
Pressures of gases in bars
A H = 6.593272E-04 H2 = 1413.002 He = 197 ' 9564 Ne = .3723851! O = 1.040424E-16 02 = 6.642071E-22 OH = 3 ' 508905E-09 H2O = 1.933336E-02
N = 1.225U23E-16 N2 = 4.076999E-06 NH3 = .67U5073 CN = 2.780686E-16
^	 * = 1.962038E-20 CO = 7.923487E-06 CO2 = 4.228545E-11 CH4 = 5.286119
» i = 2.401176E-10 S2 = 4.559576E-11 HS = 2.792071E-06 H2S = .035856
C2H8 = 1.312869E-04 C2H4	 8.876554E-06 C2H2 = 1.633878E-08
1.368323 N = .1735553 S = 9.281759E-03
OR-IGINAL PAGE 1,4;
OF POOR QUALITY
ANHCN ^ 1.210661E+07 CH3BH = 5. 4070SE-A7 S82 ^ 21.797316E-18
/NPUT ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
+ = 2849.273 0 - 1.914131E-02 C - 5.286409 N - .6701009 S - 3.585931E-02
^	 Graphite acti*xty - 1.00669E-Q3
1ALCUL,^7ED ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
I - 2849.272 O - 1.934J31E-02 C - 5.286408 N - .6705155 S = 3.585934E-02
^	 ype 1 to continue. 0 to end:
~^	 }^
!L1SI 	 3RUW 3LQAD^ 4SAVE" 5C8NT 6,"LPTI 71RON 87ROFF9KEY 	 0SCREEp4
/ depleted by 100x; 5x solar C; 2x solar N
=mpermture - 1200	 Pressure = 768.7372 bar%	 55 iteration--,,
Pressures of gases in bars
A = 5.087248E-06 H2 = 671.8225 He ~ 94.v8B41 Ne = .1769942
`] = 4.29877JE-21 02 = 2.9829E-26 OH = 3.450484E-i1 H2O = 9.192716E-03
4 = 3.791813E-19 N2 - 8.162363E-03 NH3 = .3023953 CN - 7'445251E-19
a - 3.924881E-27 CO = 1.831411E-07 CO2 = 1.839154E-12 CN4 = 2.5126V1
/ - 4.880Q29E-13 S2 = 1.204775E-12 HS = 6.25235E-08 H2S = 1.704378E-02
?H6	 1.125174E-05 C2H4	 9.636175E-08 C2H2 - 1.028781E-11
'^OH = J.730186E-10 HCHU = 1.486377E-10 HCOON = 1.156163E-15
,NM2 = 8.428112E-08 CH3CN = 6.617255E-12 C2N2 = 6.555451E-22
W = 5.585369L-13 HCN = 1.012177[-07 CN3SH = 5.119796E-08 SO2 =
871384E-2(>
!NPUT ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
A = 1354.256 O = .0091929 C = 2.512623 N = .3185124 S - 1.704388E-02
Graphite activity = 3.523232E-04
;A-CULATED ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
^ = 1354.255 O = .0091Y29 C = 2.512624 N = .3187202 S = .0170439
".e I to continue, 0 to end:
: iST	 2Ri]N JLOAU" 4SAVE" 5CONT 6,"LPT1 7TRON 8TROFF9KEY	 0SCREEN
] depleted by 100m; 5x solar W 2x solar N
lemperature = 1000	 Pressure = 418.6333 bars
	
60 iterations
Pressures of gases in bars
'| = 4.320209E-08 H2 = 365.7439 He = 51^23862 Ne = .0963874
1 = 1.851961E-25 02 = 1.409335E-30 OH = 3.748373E-13 H2O = 5.006262E-03
I = 1.2J2957E-23 N2 = 1.729206E-03 NH3 = .1700969 CN = 1.701442E-23
.^ - 6.630otE-34 CO = 3.583243E-09 CO2 = 7.076463E-14 CH4 = 1.368321
= 1.007761E-15 S2 = 3.212027E-14 HS = 1.527639E-09 WS = 9.281752E-03
16	 1.047392E-06 C2H4 = 9.885394E-10 C2H2 = 5.370211E-16
jOH = 1.45447E-11 HCHO = 1 ' 809351E-12 HCOOH = 1.870558E-17
W2 = 4.652938E-09 TH3CN = 2.024m01E-14 C2N2 = 2.440019E-25
14 = 5.690312E-15 HCN = 7.539063E-10 CH3SH = 5.440383E-09 SO2 =
'144657E-22
` 'UT ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
H = 737.50C1 O = 5.006266E-03 C = 1.368323 N = .1734553 S = 9'28175E-03
Graphite activity = 1.04913E-04
.ALCULA|EO ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
,| = 737.5 O = 5.006266E-03 C =




U ie au i abat (1) or i nsvr t pressures (2)?  1
U depleted by 100x; 5 >c %ol ar Cl 4x solar N
Temperature - 800	 F'ressure - 19ki.9755 bars	 64) tterhtions
Pressures of gases in bars
H - 3.81 1698E-1 1 H4`1 - 173.H!,64  He - 24.35378 Ne! - 4.5813176E--02
1. ►
 - 5.57721 71E ­ 32 02 - 4.95 134E ­ 5_1 OH - 4. 86961 17E -16 H2O - 2.379484E-03
N - 2. 15711!51 -30 N:' - 1.431473E.-O4 N1-13 - 8. 222923E- •02 CN - 1 .501922E-30
C - u L;0 - U.875512E-12 CO2 - 5.14/5 1?2E-16 rH4 - .6503657
S - 9.896119E , -. 20 52 - 1.461916E 16 HS - 6. 45086E-12 H2S - 4.411634E- -03
C:2H6 M 4. 00 7302E-148 C2H4
	 1.458255E-12 1~21-12 - 6.SH52''5E -20
CHMM	 1 . E394221 E - 13 HCHO	 3. 12 t 904E -15 H000H	 4.985739E-20
CH314112 • 9.973`,461 -1 1 CH3CN - 3.895941E-- 114 CM2 - 3.656833E-32
N2H4 - 7.1172921E ­
 18 HCN - 4. 493.508E-13 CH:5SH - 2. 429193E-10 S0 2 -
4. 1.14 -11 HhHE 25
1 NF'UT AM-INUANLES OF ELEMENTS
H - 35u.534L1 U - !1 .3794H4E- 4_ ► C C - . 65036`,H N - 8.244355E-02 S -
4. 41 162 HE--03
Graphite activity - 1.537263E -05 k
CAL COLA 1 ED ABUNDANCES OF E LEMLN T S




rfType 1 to cont i nue, 0 to end:
ILISI	 2RUN '%I-OAD" 4SAVE " 5CON I r,. "L_P T 1 I T HO N HT RUF F 9KEY	 OSCHE EN
0 depleted by luu,. l Sx solar C; 2x no  ar N
Temper- a t_ur e -	 600	 1-'r e- ,%so.►r r. "o	 7 4t. 26708 bar 1!,	 65 1 t r_r z-kt 1 orm
PrOSSUre!c: cif yl1se9 in hares
H - 5. I654 cr/E,-- 16 H2 - 66.6_1121 Hr - y . 114786 Ne • 1 .75601 1E-02
j = U 02	 C► OH - 9. 5 5`j 1 UGE- 2'- 1 H2O to 9. 11`0544E-04	 1
4
	 O N2	 1 . p 4 ` iC^1 51'- ► : ►6 W43 - . 03 162715 LN - t
- O CO - 3. 7 14ca'1:'E--16 1'02 - C: ► CH4 - .249'2947
- 2. 251 1 h 1 E-:26 S.' -= 2. 696 713E-1 7 HS - 8.494815E-16 H*d S s 1.69 976F-O3	 I
V3 _ Z. 237286E 11, C2H4 = 3.351467E-17 C211': _ 4 .243'173E-18
.1-1 .'.U11 •	 1 . 94176`,E - 16 HCHU a 13. 88101')E-20 HCUGH
	
C ►
ul-1 NNH2 - 2.:a286`,E3E -1
	
C:H''1CN - 21 .517666E-24 C2N2 = O
N21-14 - 1.923949E-2
	
HCN - 1.77721 /2E-18 C:H._SH - 1.976682E:-12 SO-" = 0
1 NFU 1 ABUNDANCES OF ELEME-N T'S
!I
	 1 "3,4. 3`1 y i	 0 - 17. 1':'(: ► `;,4.4K- 11 4 	 C; - ...'.49':.'8 1 17	 N - .3.160055E-02	 c; -
1 .6909 73F'- 0:1
or aph i t e activity - 5.603%67E-07  
ALCULATLD AIM ► NUANCES OF ELEPIE_NT'i
134._'M196 U - 9. 1 .'' ►.1:144F -- ►:► 4	 C - .249284"'	 IV = 3. 16'7:39E-02 5 =
1.6909 7bE--t ► ;,
I vpe 1 to cont-inue, ►► to end:
t )I.




	 '^ ^	 ^^ 44' ` ^^"^^t^~ ^ ^ ~'
|^ er tUurw» = 2000
Use eidxabot (1) or insert press,.ree (2)? 1







^ Pressures of gases in bar 
'U*/= 9.855925E-4)2 bd - 369^Z.1267 No= 516.4b25 1\16 = .9715232
U - 2.184115E-15 02 - 1.082947E-2-) OH	 ^4-n = 4.213096-0,-
N = .3.160501E-10 \0l.mr = .1106789 bJW3 = 1 ' 527136 CN = 1',:,,'344E-10
^ = 6.9179/	 005459EU^^ = 2.O05459E-W^ C82 = 5.0528l^F-16 U44A = 11.02841
.xB9722E-07 S2 	 1.h93537E-09 4L^~-^ 2. r--,83118E-04 wS~ .093^L,951
! ^^^^= 1.523396E-(/73 C-
	
'= ^.54841^`E-04 C^2^:2- 1.667547E-(-)51.667547E )55
 CH3014 ^ 3.0ta44E-1Q H( HO = 7.676327E-10 HCQUH = 3.04o9^8^-18
H2 ^ 3.81249E-05 ^^^3C^^ = 3). 1'-- 	 C2N2	 810931E-13
^^^H4 = 8.	 09 PeN = 6.159691E-04 l^-('*^ SH = 6.280474E-07 S03
2.0o4503E'22
1NPUY ABUNDANCES OF ELEMEN|6
!+ - 7433.529 8 = 4.23-321/E-0.j C = 11.03346 N = 1.748-^19 S = 9.355409E-02
Graphxte activity = 2.0700o9E-03
H = *1433.527 O = 4.233217E-1-)b C = 11.03346 N := 1 ' 749148 S = '?.355416E-02| Ype 1 to contznue, A to end:
1LISl	 2RUN 3LOAD" 4SHVE^ 5COMT 6 " "LPT1 7TRON BTRDFF^KE^	 0SCREEN
^emperaturw» = 1800
hae adi abat (1) or inse,rt pres^sures (2)? 1
Aater severel y depleted: 4), solar C; 2x solar N
.emperature =	 Pressure - 2971.98 bars	 50 iterations
Pressures of gases in bars| = 1-817377E-02 H2 = 2598.79 He = 3b3.5012 Ne = '6837993
J ^ 0.18104E-17 02 = 3.782605E-25 OH = 6.907098E-11 H2O = 2.976092E-05
.0 = /.00508E-11 N2 = 7. 'J-') 	 NH] = 1.079881 CN ^ 1.023402E-11
^ = 2.4031227E-16 CO = 3.4098E-08 CO2 = 1.034465E-16 CH4 = 7'765272
^ = k.501565E-08	 HS = ^.620836E-05 H2S	 6.580979E-02
/16 = 1.698058E-04 C2N4 = 4.06'7164E-05 C2H2 = 4'45051E-07
^OH = 4.690456E-11 HCHO = 19.270799E-11 HCOOH	 968527E-19
. ^NH2 = 6.^^52883E-06 CH3CN = 1.486181E . -08C2N2 = 1. 1 48374^-14
.,4 = 1.606@z5E-09 HCN = 1	 CH3SH = 1.373873E-06 SO2 =
+.268621E-23
[NPUT A8UNDANCEG OF ELEMENTS
, = 5232.033	 O = 2.979518E-05 C = 7.765815 N =	 1.230541	 S = 6'584734E-02
Graphite activity = 8.567654E-04
'ALCULMTED ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS| = 52^2.0^1	 O = ^.^/9518^-05 C = /.765816 155	 SN =	 1.23	 1 = / 584738E-02
|ype	 1	 to contznue, 0 to end:
/LIST	 2RUN	 34.-OAD" 4SAVL"	 5CON1 6,"LPT1 7TRDN 8TROF1: 9KEY 0SCREEN
`t 5
Temper ature = 1500
	
ORIGMAL PRr.
Use atii abort (1) or insert pre-mi-bures (2) ^ 1	 OF POOR QUALITY
Water Sever el y dept ut ed. 4.,: sul a r • C:; 2>r solar N
Temperature = 1504.)
	 Pres-.,ure = 1618.401 bars 
	 70 iterations
Frr.?hsur pK of (jases in bars
H = 6.598244E-04 H2 = 1415.136 He - 197.95h4 Ne - .3723851
U = E3.715959E-20 02 - 4.661363E:-2'E3 OH - 2.941T.,8E--12 H2O = 1.622062E-
N	 1 . 2222b3E-16 N1' _ 4. (.1 585EIE -06 NP13 = .670!507  CN = 2.212056L - 16
C = 1.564919E-2C)  CO = 5.294263E-09 CO2 - 2.366926E--17 CH4 	 4.228946
S =	 -_',9756.,E-14__ ► S'.' - 4.545066E-11 HS = 2.71139974E -06 H2S = .3. JEI`612f -
C2F16	 8.389894E-05 C2 H4 = 5. 66401 E.-06 C:?H2 = 1 . U4r:. ►9H4E-08
CH:,C H	 7.3251219E-12  HCHO = B. 1/4095k-1:2  HCOOH _ 4. 1 1  ►H515E-2C►
CH_,NHt
	 CH'CN = 1. 156317E:-1 1 C2N2	 E3. `,43137E-'21
IV2H4 - 7.6(.')27E-15 HC:N =
	 1.011949E-07 LH3SH =	 4. •_+1'?2'0C-IE -07 5172
I. 960185E--24
iIVF• IJT AbUNDANCE.S OF E_1_EMENTS
!-I - 2849.2:7:' U s 1.612.`593E--1)5 C -
C;AL CULATED ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
H = 2849.272 D = 1.62'2593E:-U5 C =
Type 1 to contint..1e, Q to end:





N ,a .6701.3,:19 S
	 3.::85931E-02
activity = 8.029344E--04





i E-mpor ir+_,r . e _. 1200
U rze ad ► abat. (1) or- irisert pre5st..1res (2)'? 1
Wate-r sever el. y depleted; 4>; solar- C;
	 solar- N
1 mpr?r ,4t.L(1"N s	 121C)t1	 F='rt?	 ur'e -	 769.'.2'399 bars	 55 i ter - ati or;5
F ir- esEures o+ gases in bar-s
H = .`_',.	 1 08HE=-06 H2	 6 7' L. 6.:.68 He = 94. ()BB41 Ne = .
 1769942
L3 =_ 3. 60092HE.-24 0:2 K .. 09334 7E .-• _ 2 Uhl = 2.8925.33E ­ 14  1-120 = 7. 712042E_.-06
W	 784O81;_--1'+ N2' = B. 1291 1. 1 E-03 NI-1.3 _ .'3,0246226  UN
C	 1 (J446E-27 CO == 1.2244':6E-10 GO '
	 1.0:i~9291E--18 CH4 = 2.010(.)G4
S = 4. N7` 674E:-1::a S21 	  .2t: ► 1146E-12 PIS = 6. 2476'E3E-06 1­12S = 1. 7C ►4:'79E•-02
i 2H6 -	 7.190275E-(--)6	 C21-14	 6. 14(371:_1 -(: ► E3	 1::21­12' x_	 6. 557 44741H 1
l:H•F UI i	 1.499719E -1	 i it^Hl:) =	 . '?4`,6'79( -14	 I3CUl.:IH	 6. 41:1 ► 291 E-«
CH:'rNH2 -
	
6. 73333'"Z_,E.-C► 13	 C;H.'_;C.IV -	 4.21.(_')506E-l'2  	 C21\12 _	 4.
IV:'H4 = 5.579451E-17' NC­ N	 B. 062643E-0133  C;H 3 S H
	 4. 1.1886 7E:-i ► E3 SO -) _-
.. t11. 1 761.E -^_'h
INPUT ABUNDANCES OF EL-EMEN T S
H	 I Z54. 25,6 D = 7. 712164E - .-()6 C = 2. () 1 0099  N := . 318t)1 ,2 4 S == 1. 7(.A 388E-(.')2
Gr• aphi.tea activity = 2.81 0(:)95E--04
-ALCULATE:D ABUNDANCES OF ELE=MENT'S
H = 1.:,r54. 'b5 Q _.	 . 71 ' 16`,F. i: ► 6 C = 2".010099 N	 18721
	 S = .017(_-)4'9  •
fyper I to c_onti.nue:, 0 to end:
1 L. I ST	 2RUIV ::LOAD" 4SAVE" := C ONT 6. "LP T 1 7 IRON C-I T • RUF F 9k:E'Y	 ()SCREEN
c.
. , per- ature - 1000	 CRICINAL PAra' IS
w_,r- adi abaft. (1) or i nsert pressures (2) ? 1	 OF POOR QUALITY
Water severely depleted; 4m solar- C; 2x solar N
emperature - 10 0	 Pressure - 418.907 bar- 	 60 iterations
Pressures o+ gmses in bars
H = 4 .32347E-08 H2 - 366. '2962 He	 51.23062 Ne - . 09638 74
O - 1.551316E-28  02 - 9.888972E-37 OH = 3.142237E-16 H2O - 4.199984E-06
N - 1.23028E-23 N2 = 1.721704E-03 NH3	 .1701121 CN - 1 . 3541U6E -2
C - 5.280051E-34 CO - 2.394E-12 CO2 - 3.96034E-20 CH4 - 1.094657
5 - 1.006242E-15  S2 - 3. '2i- 234BE-14 H5 - 1.516487E-09  H2S - 9.281751E-03
C2H6 - 4.493206E-07 C2H4 - 6.307591E-10 C2H2 - 3.4.31414E-16
CH30H	 9.74683239E-15 HCHO = 1.210671E-15 HCOOH 	 1.04843BE-23
CHZNH2 _ 3.717071E--09 CH3CN = 1.298063E-1.4 C2N2 = 1.545482E-25
5.68 ?74HE:.-15 HEN - n. 0U4549E -10 C:H3SH = 4.345745E-09  S02 x,
.04E-28
J. 0UNDANC:ES OF ELEMENTS
-	 . 500 1 U = 4 . 19YB8 7E -06 C - 1.094659 N - .1734553 S - 9.28175E-03
Graphite activity - 8.36775E:-05
:ALCULA TED A1: UNDANCES OF E LE.MEN l S
i - 73/.4999 0 _ 4.199807E-06 C = 1.094659 N - .1735555  S = 9. 28175BE<-03
ype 1 to continuer, 0 to end:
L IS l	 2RUN, 5LOAU " 4SAVE." `;CUNT 6. "LPT 1 7TRON BTROFF9KEY	 OSCRFEN
" Per ature == 000
adiabet. (0 or insert. pressures (2)? 1
Aater severely depleted; 4x solar C; 2% solar N
! emperatur e = F300	 Pressure = 199. 1056 bars	 60 iterations
Pressures of gases in bars
	
3. d 145 74E-1 1 H2 = 1 /4 . e: ►YB9 He = 24.35378  Ne	 4.581306E-02  
4. 611863E-35 O = ►^ OH s 4.082169E-19  H2O - 1.996211E-06
A = 2. 152343E-30 N2 = 1.425054E-04  NH3 = 8.224059E-02 EN = 1.195233E -3()
-- 0 CO
	
5.929854E-1 5 CO2 = 0 CH4 z .5202926
9.8131199E-20 S2 = 1 . 4` 741 1 E--16 HS	 6.445996E-12 H2S = 4.411634E-03-c: 3
WH6 = 2.560806E-08 C 2H4 = 9.304709E-13 C2H2 = 4. 195`'.;x: SE-20
0430H r 1.269372E-16  HCHO = 2.088923E-18 HCOOH = 0
3+3NH2	 7.966937E - 11 CH3 CN = 2.47847E-18 C2N2 = 2.315859E-32
12H4 = 7.86151E-18  HC:N	 1. 5 7062 BE: -1:3 l: H `_ SH = 1 . Y404'2'4E---1 i^  S02	 i ►
INPUT  ABUNDANC ES OF ELEMENTS
H - 050. 5'48 0 = 1 . 99621'2'E:-i i6 C _ .5202926i'2926 N = 0.244354E-02 S =
4. 4 1 1622E--U._,
Graphite acti vity = 1.226104E-05
AL.CULA FE_D ABUNDANCES O F ELEMENTS
H = 350. 5346 O = 1.996211E: - 06 C = . 5202926  N	 .0925256 S - 4.4116340=-03
ype 1 to continue, 0 to end:
iL lSl	 2RUN :LOAD" 4SAVE:" 5C:ONT 6, "LPT1 7TRUN STRUFF9KEY 	 OSC;F E=EN




Use ad i at,at (1) or a restart pressures (2) ? 1
Water %ever e'_ y depleted; 4r, solar C-. 2x solar- N
lemperature - 600
	 Pressure - 76.:11692 bars 	 65 iterat ions
F'r &-ii! ur es, of gctset, i n bar s
H - s.
 /68L-39E-16 H2 s 66. 73183 He - 9. 334 78t.3 Ne = 1 . 7`,601 1 E -02
0 - 0 0:' - 0 OH - 8.01()(-)59E--24 1120 = 7.65146:'E--i,7
N - o N2 - 1.9':,6232E--06  NH3 = 3.162351E-02 CN = 0
C = C ►
 CO - 2. 481 7EI l E --19 CC)2 - 0 CH4 = .1994'---78
S - 2.247766E--26 52 - 2.680586E-17 HS	 8.488406E-1.6 H25 - 1.690976E-(-)3
C2H6 ffi 2.(.)68738E-10 C:2H4	 2. Z@475E-1 7 (-- 2'H2 - 2. 70"33c, E- 1 b
10H = I . X012.; •3E --19 HC. .	 5. 94''298 7E--23 HCOOH - 0
SNH2 - 1. 860 1  1 BE -1 5 CH. ,LN = 1. 6(-)161E-.24  C2 N'?_ = 0
i44.IH4 --	 1.921049E.-22  HC:N =- 1.415796E-18  CH-3SH = 1.579961E-12  502
	 0
1 NF'UT ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
1 = 1.34. '5S' 7 0 = 7.65146.")E'-07 C r 1994:77 N = 3.
	 S
1. 6909 73E- 0:3
I raphi to activity = 4.469427E-C)7
-ALCULATED ABUNDANCE'S OF E_LEMEN'TS
14 - 17 ^4 . 3596	 U =° i . 65-1 1 46 -, F--(. i7	 C	 .
 1994278	 N = __;. 1627'j'E3E:--t- ► 2
	 S
1. 6909 .76E. - 03
Type 1 to c:ont.inue, t ► to end:





0 deploted by 10xj 5:; solar Co 2 ►: solar- Ni Lightning discharge
]"mperature - 20W
	 Pressure = 49.87719 bars
	 18 iterations
Pressures of gases in bar%
H = l.i!70072E-02 H2 n 43. j8863 He = 6.100001 No - .011475
b. 501 5,39E-13 02 - 9.59596BE- 19 OH - 3. 7`,d277E--09 H2O = 1 . 480545E-04
= 9.068982E-11 N2 = 9.11.1,181E-03 NH3 i 5. 62'083E -04 CN = 4.199784E.-4)9
= 6.73511E-17 CO = 5.811931E-03 CO2 - 4.35894E-09 CH4	 .1496371
S	 1. 16.3633E-07 32 i 1 .620u7HE -09 HS - 2. 74508E-05 H2S
	 1.077233E-03
C ?H6 - 2.375666E--05 C2H4 == 8.4350247E-04 C2H2 - 1.1365909E-03
LIH = 1 . A" 3:a6S3E:- 09
 HCHO v 2.6262/6E ­07 HCOOH - 3.096987E-13
NH2
	 1.61279E-.08 CH 3CN	 1.(186305E-06  C2N2 - 6.095932E--1( ►
0 = 9.98/153E-14 HC:N
	 1 . Hb9e) 31 E-03 C'.H,3SH = 0.334689E-C)9 SO22
1. 74. 7306E-1 7
INPUT AHUNDANC:ES OF ELEMENTS
i - 87.H 0 - .00b96
;ALCLILA rED Abi ► NDANCES
{ . y /. IN9dE3 U	 ^y.9
1. 10481 "2'E -03
' .,.,1)F, 1 tr.) continue. 0
C: _ .1629 N = .04065 S - .001105
Graphite activity - .2015 93
OF' ELE:MCN T S
bu001 E-03 C = .1628306  N - 2.065923E-02 S =
to end:
i ^; i	 ''RUN	 .L.UAU" 4SAVE " 5CON T 6, "L.P T 1 7 TRDN H T R0F'F 9M_ EY	 OSl.:F(F EN
-Iep l eted by Wx; 5,; solar C; 2x solar- N: Lightning di sc-harge
emptz^r atur p - 18t- ►U	 Prpsgur e = 44.8827'.2 bars	 18 iterations
Pressures of gasp-, in bars
1	 2.2 2647E-03 H:^:' = 39.22''29H He = 5.49 Ne -- .0103275
= 1 . , 44425E-  13 U2 - 1. 07999 7E-- 18 OH - 1. 4._. 5825E -08 H2O = 7. `.18981 nE -04
d = .`*:. 4.'2217E - 12 Nom: = 13.761989L-0 - NH3 - 6.917684E-04 C:N = 2. 785055E-1C ►
1 . 9:'u771E--14 CO = 4. e)(09 54E• 0._3^ Cllr' - 2. 3606:'lE-C ►S CH4 - .1413762
1.4'i6627[:.-Q8  S2 _ `:i. k-'n, 1 48` j --14 HS = 4.433667E-(._)6 H2S _ 9.899868E-f.)4
i 11
	
_'N. 729257E-06 C'22H4 ;_ 5.918232E-05 C2H2 - 4. 2^9082 2E -05
t •UH = 1 . 44294 /E:-(.')9 HCHO	 1 . E11396`; /E- C► 7 HCOOH	 1..366019E- 12
5.066652E-09 CH3C:N = 'J. 993686E- 1 ".9 C2N ' s El.5c ►461-3bE - 1.?
I.: ii4 =	 4.24:+445E --14	 HCN
	
7983 7E--c_ ► 4	 CH. 3SF{ _	 . 49.;+: ► /bE -c: ► E3	 SO:'
1.214754E-16
i NPUl ABUNUANC:ES OF ELEMENTS
+ = 79. 02001 0 - 5_364001E ­03 C: = .1-166-1  N	 . 01 H5B5 S = .0009945
Graphite activity - 6.847667E-02
CULATE D AbUNDANC:ES OF ELEMENTS
79.01Y96 tl	 .005.3164 C: = . t465
	 N # 1.858565E-02  S = 9.944.14E-(-'4  ►
pe 1 to continue, 0 to end:
l iI
1LIST	 2RUN _LOAD" 4-SAVE" 5C:ONT 6. "L.F'T1 7TRON 8111UFF9KEY 	 OSCREEN





A^-0O.depiwted by 10x; 5r. solar C; 2x solar- N: Lightning discharge
I emper at.ur er
 - 1500	 Pr Ne,sur e - 37. 38291 bars	 60 iterations
Pressures of gates in hars
H - 1.002367E-04 H2 - 32.6583+6 He - 4.575 Ne = 8.606''2_51E-03
G - 5. 930467E-16 02 - 2. 1 58044E-20 OH - 3.040716E ­09  H2O - 2.547049E-03
N - 7.8/Y 71E-16 N2 - 1.686561E-04 NH3 - 1.515345E-02 CN - 7.614259E-14
C - 9.353191E-19 CO - 1.921 2825E ­03  CO2 - 5.849149E-013 CH4 = .1202223
S - 2.399968E-10 S2 - 4.5,5,4991E-11 HS - 4.242616E-07 H2S - 8.283139E- i► 4
C2H6	 2.938098E:-06 C2H4 = 8.5948'+6E-06 C2H2 = 6.844807E-07
CH30H - 1.416909E-09 HCHO = 6. 851'25, E-C ►B HCOOH = 2.34309E-12
Ch17NH2 = 4.176242E-1() CH::.C;N a 8.08963E-10 C2N2 - 1.011501E-15
N2H4 = 1.682628E-16 HCN = 5.2897E-06 CH'.3SH - 1.229115E-08 S02 =
9,. 084-- ►54E -17
NP01 ABUNGANC;ES OF ELEMENTS
H - 65.135001 O
	
, 00447 C - .





L;ALL:UL A f ED ABUNDANCES OF ELEMEN I S
H - 65. 04999 O z 4. 46)9997E-03 C - .122175 N 	 1.549606E-02  S - 8. 28750SE-04
Type 1 to continue, 0 to end:
Ok
LIST	 2RUN : 3L.OAU" 4SAVE" 5C0NT' 6, "L PT 1 7 TRON 81 - ROFF 9K . EY	 C. SCREEN
►
 deep lLeted by 10x; 5>: solar C: 2x solar N: Lightninq discharge
i&mper atUre = 12 ► ji4	 Pressure = 29.91357 bars	 15 iterations
NrceSS ►.Ares of	 gases	 in	 bar-ss
ii =	 1 . 00358.'+E-t i6	 H2
	 = 26. J31762	 He = 3. 66	 Ne = .006885
C ►
 - 4. 241115E-2C► 	 02 - 2 . 9o34'2"IM-24	 OH = 6. 715621E-1 1
	
H2O = ;_,. 5 295b 8E:'-G3,
IV -	 3. 04b7`3f_--19	 N2 = NH,3 _	 1 . 864789E-03	 C:N =	 1.535244E ­ 17 
(:	 1 . C►51'7°,C33,E -25
	 CC)	 - 4.64.111 548E ­05	 CO'2 = 4.595619E-09	 CH4 = 9.769209E ­02
S	 4. H 7 75,96E -1::,	 S2	 - t .	 0 +574E - 12	 HS =	 1.232812E ­08 	 H2S =	 6.6296A-_-,)E--(._)4
G2H6 -	 4. ±70697E-07 C2H4 =	 9.618427E-08
	 C2H2 =	 2.6. e59._,E-10
CH30H	 1.4._,C ► 8?IE'- 1Ci HGHO
	 =	 1.465(=)76E-09	 H000H =	 1. i'.»'4_+i ►9E-13
CF1;31*42
	 =	 `5. 19 `b46E.- l c-► CH:'•GN	 =	 :' , b89:^ 14E	 1 1	 C2N:?	 z	 2. 7t37:'96E-° 19
N2'H4	 L	 5;.4`;7H.'.+7E-16 HCN =	 4.117416E-C ► 7	 CH3SH	 1.9039629E--c>9	 S02
2:. 79.3,484E..-18
INPUT ABUNDANCAE S OF ELEMENTS
H = 52. 613 D = . ►:►0',`i7b C = 9. 7'74Cu: ► 1E--Q2 N = .: ► 1239 S z 6.6:^OCiC ► 1E-04
Graphite activity := 9.044731E-03
LALCULAfEU ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
H	 2.07999 U --- Z.57600:3E:--0-3 C
	 y.7740U1E-02 N =- 1.2:3%9774E- -0'2 S =
6.62'9'786E..--04
Type 1 to continue, c_ ► to end:
,A




(] dwwpl6tomd by 100wl 5w solar 	 N: Lightning discharge
l^mperature	 2000	 Pressu, e	 49.86685 bars	 1E3 xteratiows
Pressures of ga%e" in bar%
 = 1.070751E-02 H2 = 43.5/882 He =	 No - .011475
O - 6.299005E-14 02 = 9.007418G-21 OH	 3.638853,E-10 H2O - 1.4341E-05
/4 - 9.054086E-$1 N2 = 9.083266E-03 NH3	 5.6u9'702E-04 CN - 4.331166E-09
C - 6.957232E-12 CO - 5.81b583E-04 002 	 4.2265'-'3E-11 CH4 = .1545025
8 - 1.164111E-07 G2 = 1.62141E-09 HS - 2.745899E-(.-)5 H2S - 1.0774.S3E-03
C2H6	 2.533236E-05 C2H4 = 9.226067E-04 C2N2 - 1.990564E-03
!-N3[^H = 1.2340H5E-10 HCNO = ^.627787E-08 HCOOH = 3.002237E-15
-6NH2	 1.66230yE-08 CH3CN = 1.156844E-86 C2M2 = 6.483294E-10
w2H^ = ^.9^^69B9^-&4 HCN = 1. 927954E ­03 ^^N^SH = 8.60^225E-09 SO2 =
1.631423G-19
INPUT AB\jN&fNC'EG OF ELEMENTS
H = 87.8 O = .000596 C = .1629 N - .02065 S = .001105
Graphite activity = .2081757
CALCUL/4(ED ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
rl = 87. 80001 0 - .J00596 C = .1628915 N := 2.06b663E-02 S - 1.lA502E-Q3
Type 1 to continue, 0 to end:
. uepleteu by 10x; 5x so^^r CU 2x sol^r ^: L^ghtnzng discharge
/emperaLure ~ 1B()C)	 Prt-_esure = 44.8745 bars	 15) iterations
Presssures of gase^s in bars
it = 2.23248")E-A3 H2 ~ 59.21545 He ^ 5.49 Ne = .0103275
O = 1.018887E-14 O2 = 1.027826E-20 OH = 1.39863E-09 H2O = 7.40281E-05
N = 7..s.42116BE-12 N2 = 8.75662E-03 NH3 = 6.81^632E-o4 CN = 2.86714E-10
C = 1.977989E-14 CO = 4.^326175E-04 CO2 = 2.313521E-10 CH4 = .1455318
8 = 1.49664BE-08 S2	 HS = 4.433303E-06 H2S = 9'898106E-04
C2H6 = ^.952471E-06 C2H4	 6.273671E-05 C2H2 = 4.549396E-05
CH30H = 1.44904E-10 HCHO = 1.B9B001E-VB HCOOH = 1.339285E-14
CH3NH2	 5.21^48E-09 CH.--,('N = 6.352321E-08 C2N2 	 9.0134E-12
N2H4 = 4.239216E-14 HCN = 3.909945E-04 CH3EH = 2 ' 566392E-08 SO2 =
1.15609E-]8
INPUT ABUNDANCES OF ELEMEN[S
// ~ 79.02001 O = .(«}05364 C = .14661 N = .018585 S = .0009945
Graphite activity = 7.05165'NE-02
CALC0LATED ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
w = 79.02018 O = 5.366478E-04 C = ' 1466099 N = 1.858567E-02 S =
9.942854E-04
|ype 1 to continue, 0 to end:
6k
1L1ST	 2RUN 3LOAD" 4SAVE" 5C0NT 6 ' "LPT1 7lRON 8TROFF9KEY	 0SCREEN
OF ^O^^	 - ^^AL/'-^^" v^^-TY
^ ^^
^^ v^
A'? 4,wdc c14 g s(
0*deNleted by
	 ^jx solar C; 2x solar N: Lightning discharge
Temperature a	 ► 	 Pressure = 9.980935 bares
	 33 iterations
Presuures of gases in bars
H • 4.792545E-03 H2 - 8.730329 He a 1.22 No • . 0. ► 22 95
U • 3.818059E-14 O: = 3.414171E-21 OH • 1.002731E ­ 10  H2O - 1.768794E-06
N : 3.650441E - 11 N2 • 1.476534E -03 NH3 • 2.028u2`;E -05 CN = 5.8039936E -09
C: - 2.31237E--it CO 1.190231E-03  CO2 • 5.3246.36'E-11
   CH4 • 2.060946E-02
S • I. 127089E--0 -7 S2 = 1.5199113E-09 HS • 1.189942E-05 H2S a 2.089821E-04
i:2H6 • 2. '.L'5( ►0U l E --(►6 C H4 • 4.090426E .-04 C2H2 • 4.405274E-03
C:H3OH	 1 . 0: 34ETElE -1 1 HCHO - 1 .07723E-0Ei HCOOH
	 7.577149E-16
CH3NH2
	 4.0014AE-10 CH3(.N = 4.620(_)84E--07 C2N2
	 1.16423E-09
N2H4 • 6.491276E-16 FIC:N - 1.156367E ­03  CH TSH	 1. 1111382E-09 502 •
b. 98 7076E--20
INPUT ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
H = 17.56 G • .001192  C - .03258 N = .00413 S • .000221
Graphite activity = .691912
CALLULATEU ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
H = 1/. b6 U. U^ ► 1 19 : C • 3.2594.')14E-02 N = 4.130187E-03 S = 2.209984E--(.)4
Type 1 to contintte, 0 to end:
Ok
i L i ST	 2RUN .3L UAU" 4 SAVE" 5C(.1N1 6, "LPT 1 71 C ON 13 T ROFF 9KEY
	 OSC;REE'N
u depleted by 10x; 5),
 solar C; 4>: solar N: Lightning discharge
1Lampe:r ature = 1800
	 Flr e%$Ure -:- 9.974824 bars	 23 i terations
PresSUres of gases in bars
H	 1 . O525BE1E-03 H2 ==
 8.71 7609
 He = 1.22 NEB _ . (H.12295:'9.`.".,
() = 6. 12818 3E- 15 021 - 3. 716188E - • '21 OH = 3.9662  9E--10 H2O = 1-,.897892E-06
N = '.`80012E:-12 N:.' - 1.(367705E-O')  NH.3, = 3.298184E-05 CN = 5.62 55()4E-10
l:	 8.403311E ­ 14 CO
	 1. 182101 E -03 COQ? - 3. 555 .`'a91 E -10 CH4 = 3.055.377E-02
'3 = i . 4B8891E:- 013
	
,r-;'..' :t 5, tjUta.;t: ►C3k:- Io	 HS = :_'. 07941.4E:--(. ► 6	 H21i =	 18895E-(_►4
C .2H6
	 7 . H :36869EE .-0 7 C2H4	 5.5957 13E-05 C M2 - 1. 825.354E--04
LH.30H	 1.8 1757E-11 HC:HO	 1.078125E-0EI HCOOH = 4.575636E--1
CH3NH2 = 2 . 'E1:3 366E- 1 U CH:3CN = 5 . `i49C- 5HE .-08 C2N2 = -3. 4696 73E-- I 1
N'c'H4 = 4.468252E--16 HCN =
	 . 61 7(.)4E -o4 CH-3SFi	 5O2
4. 16(")512E-- 19
INPUT AF!UNDANC:ES C1F ELEMENTS
H .- 17.t56  0 = .001192  C = . U 258 N • .00413 S" = .000221
Cir,iphi t. p Activi ty = .29958'33)
(:;AL(-'U1..A fE.I) ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
H = 17.56  0 _ .(')'.')1192    C = :_:).2576,'SE- 0 .' N = 4.13( -.)151E-03 5 = 2.209956E-04
Type 1 to c.ontinUE$ , 0 to end:
W,
1 L. I S T	 2RUN -3LOAD"	 4SA t.'t" 5(_-0+1 T 6. "LPT 1 '7T'R(.)Pd 13T ROF= F'9KE:Y	 i SCREEN
L.
OF PUOk 4UAL, Iry
S1
►epleted by 10x j 5x sol ar C1 2x solar N: Lightni ng discharge
mperetur e - 1500	 Pressu-e - Y.970698 bars	 45 iterations
Pressures of gases in bars.
5.17706E-05 H2 - 13.711785 lie - 1.22 Nom - .002295
9.12-2366E-17 02 - 5.106196E-122 OH - 2.415744E-10 H2O - 1 . u45126E-04
d - 1.238705L-15  N2 - 4.1685 -75E-(14  NH3 - 3.282264E-03 CN - 4. 401309E-13
- 3.071"4E-18 CO - l . k )Ei 74 /6E-03 CO2 - 5.088`.51 BE-09 CH4 - 3.145372E-02
- 2.398021E t4 S2 - 4.547602E-11 HS - 2.109462E-07 H2S - 2.207777E-04
16 - 7.539234E-07 C2H4 - 8.267721E-06 C2H2 - 2. 4613293E -06
i3UH - 5. 70"12h5E -11 HCHO - 1.033625E-08  HCOOH - `.).437514E-14
4 "NH2 - 13. El'72C►<.►5E-1 1 CI 15CN - 2. 368718E-09 C2NA - 3.379673E-14
14 - 2.95937E-17 HC:N - 1.579216E-05  CH3SH
	 3.21-3119E--(--19 S02 -
14 76'-)5k- 18
NPUT ABUNDANCES UI ELEMENTS
► 	 17.`.56 O - .001192 C - .o3250 N	 .00413 S u .000221
Graphite activ: ty - .1575803
-,,LCULA I ED AIJUNUANCES OF  ELEMENTS
1 7. 56 U - 1 . P?I Y99E-03 L: - 3. 25 -7999E i►1 N - 4. 171 774E-03 S -
0002E-04
,e 1 to continue, 0 to end:
1ST	 -'FAUN 3I.UAD" 4SAVE" 5CONT 6, "I-PT 1 7TRON 8TROFF9KEY 	 C►SCREEN
!epleted by lOx; 5x solar C; 2x solar- N: Li ghtnxnq discharge
:111pvr ature - 1200
	
Pressure - 9.971814 bars
	 15 iterations
Preszur es of gases in bars
► - 5. 794502E-07 H2 - B. 71 3478 He - 1. 22 NEB = .o02295
j - 3. (343uh4E-20 02 - 2'. 38:7996E-24 OH - 3. ;1 '55',E-1 1 H'.20 - 1.066212E-03
A - 1.855947E-19 N:' - 1.95548x_- ►: ►3 NHS - 2. 187'.224E-Q4 1.N	 '2'.'79641E-17
= 3.01 1821 1E--A?5 CO - 1.257754E--04  C 02 - 1.127944E-08  CH4 -
 3.245331E-02
= 4. 8 76412E -13 S2 - 1 . 03'.71 t-12 x15 = 7. 1 1 71 35E-09 H2S
	 2. 209841 E-04
N 16 - 1.446852F.-07  CA'H4 - 9.551067E-08 C2H2 - 7 . c-3`;9496E-10
1. 4 	 4.3i17241E-11 HC.;HU
	 1. 32 914E- ►►y
 HCOOH	 V. IY9 301E-14
6. 069000E-1 1 L.H-3C:N - 2.818394E-11  C'2N2 - 9-147952E-19
- 2 252:' 78E - 1 7 HCN - 4. 3.30'2 31 E -t. ►
 7 CH:3SH - h . 6o8712E--1 U 502 -
^3437E-1 U
'UT ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
1 7.54.) 0 - . 001 192 C - . Cy +:'SH N - .00413 S - . 0002: 1
Graphite activity - .02703hi
U ABUNDANCES OF ELEME:N T S
U- 1. 1 y 2(Q E-C ►3 C	 N- 4. 1 -'%01 15E.-U' S
^E-04
it.	 to continue. O to end:




U	 _ . _L W
	
ii1 or
 C; 2v solar N: Li ghtni ng discharge
l r or atur a
	
A0	 Pressure - 9.979018 bar's	 '3 iterations
Pressures of paws in bars
H • 4.792168L _ H?. - 8.728957 He - 1.22 No - .002295
U - 3.777804E-15 U2 - 3.239926E-23 OH - 9.767319E-12 H2O - 1.722796E-07
N - 3.63475E-11 N2 - 1.463868E-03 NH3 - 2.018832E-05 CN - 5.932633E-09
C • 2.373829E-11 CO - 1.190277E-04 CO2 - 5.187185E-13 CH4 - 2.113057E-02
S • 1.127254E-07 S2 - 1.520363E-!►y HS - 1.190022E -05 H2S - 2.089798E-(--14
C.2H6
	 2.3..70073E-U6 C2H4	 4.30939E-04 C2H2 - 4.641822E-03
GH30H • 1 . 0132!)9E 12 HCHU = 1.077103E-09  HCOOH 	 7.380391E-18
CH 3NH2	 4. UU8567E-1 O CH3CN	 4.0403861E-07 C2N2 = 1.216413E-09
42H4 - 6.43,13568E-16 HCN	 1.1031905E-03 CH35H = 1.141?42E-09 S02
5. 4E12•:;53E-"22
NP1JT AHUNUANC:ES OF ELEMENT'S
1 - 17. 56 U - .0001192  C - .03250 N -- .00413 S - .000221
Ur aphi ter activity - .71030155
:ALC:ULA 1 E D AEUNDONCES OF ELEMENTS
•I - 17.-'16 U - .0001192  C - 3.'4:'61: ►275E-02 N = 4. 130323E-US S • 2.20997E-04
Type 1 to continue. U to end:
Uk
tLIST	 ;LOAD" 43AVE" 55CONT 6. "l_FTI 7TRON 8TRUFF9M.EY 	 0SCREEN
^.J de-pleted by IU(>x; j;; sc► 1«r C. 2x salair Nr	 Lightning discharge
I&fnp(&FatL.► r-(r-- =	 IBot)	 Frt-t*31-Iry - 9.472706 bars	 18 iterations
Pr pbsur cis of gases in bars
i I -	 H2 - B. 715545 He = 1. 24 Ne	 . 1 (.)229`5
u - 5.92847.3E-16 02 - 3.479794E-23 OH - 31.836529E-11 H20
	
9.5`733064E-07
N - 1 .5776133E-12 N2 - 1 .136221: ► ,E-03 NH3 - 3.292153E-05 C:N
	 5.80803,7E-10
C - Ei.688782E-14 CO = 1.182427E-04 CO2 = :3.440665E-12 CH4	 1.157677E-02
S - 1 .4892 76E -(-)B  S2 	 HS - 2.. i ► 797C ►5E-i►6 H2S z 2. 188996E-1_ ► 4
(:2H6
	
8.372421E-07 C L'H4	 5.979526E-05 C:2H2 = 1 .951 a 18E -04
GH:30H - 1 . 8:.'9;394E-° 1 2 HCHO = 1.0781 6/F -09 H(:,'(JUH	 4.4'--16693E--17
LH73NH2
	
2. 4 9^'44E --10 CH3CN	 ` .922487E-oB C2N2 _	 .698703E-11
142H4 - 4. 4` 21 9HE -- 16 HC:N	 3.7:1.3961E-04 CH 3SH = 5.541004E.-09 S02
) . 894765E-21
INPUT ADUNUANCES OF ELEMENTS
F 1 - 17.56 0 - .0001192  C =_ . 03-256 N = . 00413 S = .00022'.1
Uraph;te activity = .31-)976C ►5
:AL CULAT ED ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS
, 1 - 17.56 U = . ! u A- 1 192 C -	 N -- 4.130784E-03  5 = 2.210008E-04
!ype 1 to continue. 0 to end:
)k







Venue : Halide Cloud C onden%ati on And
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The equllrhrnrrn constant fur this Icac-
Uon at this tenipciture is III ''. As-
suming the ,pectioscopic HCI abun-
dance In the clouds. above I ppni 0 41.
and the most t^prcal \\,ter \apur ahun-
dance figures fur the lower atmosphere.
about Hill pprn 115). an AICI, partial
pressure of 111 . ""' bar Is calculated.
Willi an extreme effort to hias the cqui-
iihinun In favor tit' AICI, produv(ion
Iralsing H('I to 10 ppm and lowering 11,0
fit ppm). we can force the AICI,
pressure only as high as Ill "'' bar. This
is still len orders oh magntudc too small
fit detectable amounts of con-
dcnsate. Note that the presence of gra-
nitic rucks on Venus. with anorthite and
quart/ as common primary minerals. is
expected both I'rom consideration of' the
almosphenc composition 116, 17) and
1'roni surface passive gamma-ray spec-
troscop) 118). The surface of Venus lies,
as accurately as can he determined. pre-
ciselN on the c:dcte yu;trtz-wullavonhe
(C aSIO,I buffer
CaCU, + SiO• CaSiO, + CU,(g) (2)
and calcite is Ihciefore also it
surface mineral. Since weathering reac-
lions at higher alttudes on Venus will
preferentially tend to mobilize it
calcium-rich dust, which can he trans-
poricd readily h^ winds to the hot low-
lands. this buffer nta% nil he ditliculi to
establish on Venus 119).
lhernto(I}namic Ircatn)ent of arsenic
and anunior» \olatili/alion can he car-
ried out without it a priori knowl-
edge of the minerals f irnie\I by these
clenicnt, on the Surface 120. 21). We will
calculate the partial pressures of' a nuni
her ol'arsenic and antimony gascs at the
surface aS it 1011 of the activities of
arsenic and antlniun\: an activit y of I
means the purr clement is present on the
Surface and 1() 'mean, the pressure of
the monatomic vapor of that clement is
10 4 tinies its abundance at ,actuation.
We can then assess the stability oh possi-
hle stirface minerals containing these ele-
ments. Figure I presents Ili\ results for
arsenic 1221. For activities greater than
about Ill ., the dominant gas is with
Ass(>,, ,ccond. Based on recent thernio-
chemical data of Johnson et al. (/8), we
calculate that liquid As 2 S, \,ill precipi-
tate it' the elemental arsenic activity is
greater than 0.13. thus ruling out higher
arsenic activities. this. in turn. places
firm upper limits on the pressure, of
arsenic-be:omg gases. as m\hcalcd in
Fig. I.
The result, of -it siniilar calculation for
antin101IN are given in Fig. 2. I'leclpita-
Lion of Sh 40r,ls1 occurs for an clemental
GINAL PAGE 1`' 	 7
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antlmon> activity of 0.20. Thu, for all
possible anumonN activities. ShS is the
dominant gas I tic hest availahle data on
Sh.S % Nihntei from Johnson eii is/. (201
indicate that Sb 2S t(sl precipitate% at an
antimo iN activity of it) '. Therefore
we expect that stihnite precipitation on
the Venus surface will regulate the ;nli-
mon^ gas phase abundance.
We conclude that the mole fraction of
all arsenic gases I% helow lot ', prohahl^
making these species too talc to account
lift the clouds no matter what species
condenses. We expcct that the total mile
fraction of antinton\ gases \\III he lower
















Logo 10) arsenic activity
Fitt. I. Partial pressures of arsenic gases as it
function of elemental arsenic activity at the
Venus surface. Linutartuais of the arsenic
activity Imposed h^ precipitation of 114111(1. of
As,S, wipimentl and A%,S, (realgat; compo-
sition are indicated h\ vertical dashed lines
Heavy dots Indicate the tipper limits on the
As,. As,O,,. and ASS p: itial Pressures. A
condensable species \\Ith a partial piess11te
near 10 ' hill is needed to provide the oh-
Nei\ed cloud dcnsit). the maximmu total

















Fig. 2. Partial pressure of :intinionk gases its it
function of elemental :intlmon\ activity. I he
Sh,O,, (vadentinitel and Sh.S, Islihniiel pre-
cipitation points :tie indicated by \ertical
dashed lines Firm upper limit, on the antimo-
ny gas pressure, arc indicated h\ the dots.
-rhe maximum total stole 1'raction of intinutnv
gases is about 0.01 t ,pm. An ShS gas ahun-
dance of 0 i ppm is needed to male clouds,
gas Is ShS, not it halide. Partial pressure-.
as high as 10 ' hat are concei\ahle for
ShS and cannel he ruled out.
Oh.crvational constraints oil shut.
dance of arsenic in the Venus atmo-
sphere even down to the le\ el of 0. 1 ppm
are therefore nut sufficient to test wheth-
cr arsenic is, like water and mercury.
depicted in Venus rclati\e to the earth:
the stability of arsenic slrllides is great
enough to preclude a larger abundance of
gaseous arsenic compounds Irrespective
of the crustal abundance of arsenic. The
same may he true of antimony, since the
mineral Sh.S, seems to have low enough
volatilit\ to hide antrniony in the litho-
sphere. We have also briefly considered
hismuth, and find that Bi,S, is so stable
that the most ahundant hismuth-hearing
gas. BiS, should have it mule fraction
below to 12.
In any event. we call into serious
question the geochemical plausibility of
all the species xo far suggested as
sources of chlorinc-hearing clouds. We
suggest that either the chlorine com-
pound is it species which has nol been
considered or the XRF data used to
deduce the presence of' chlorine are in
error.
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Prior to :.e uiscovery u/ L/.e short-lived rwui//uc1^de
aiumznum-2h in meteorite inclusions by Lee, et al. (1973), the
evolution o+ the presular nebula was commonly assumed to have
taken place in isolation from astrophysical dzsturbinq forces.
However, the necessity of havinq active nucieosynthesis ocurring
virtually simultaneously with the collapse of the presolar nebula
strongly suggests that there is more than mere coincidence at worx
here.	 It is, in fact, entirely plausible to believe that the
col1apse of the nebula was triggered by a nearby supernova
expiosion. It has become well established that most supernovae
occur in star-forming regions: indeed, it is hard to see how it
could be otherwise, since the lifetimes of the massive stars
responsible for supernova exp]osions are comparable to or shorter
than the li+etimes of the dense molecular cloud complexes that
give rise to stars. It is obviously important to understand how
the chemical and physical evolution of dense clouds are influenced
by nearby supernova explosions.
We consider here the effects of brief, intense shock events
on interstellar clouds with pressures of 10^-10 b or higher; that.
is, in the densest mo]ecu]ar cloud regiens. These regions are
most vulnerable to external disturbances, and most likely to be
riggered into rapid collapse by a shock event. We take the
oitial temperature to be 90k, well below the saturation point of
ice. Shock heating is relatively ineffectual at heating the solid
ice grains, and the release of water vapor into the gas will be
incomplete and jnhomogeneous at best ' The models reported herein







gas; however„ vary similar results ar, +ound for runs in which the
oxyy pn depletion is only a factor of two.
The results for a number of interesting products are shown in
Fig. 1. Note that the abundances of most of the complex: molecular
products grow rapidly with increasinq pressure along the MOM'.
isotherm. This in not solely a pressure effect., however. since
coaling the low-pressure runs to 1800 or 1600 K also gives a large
yield of products.
	 It is irrelevant whetherr the peak: shock
temperature in too high for optimum yiei ds of complex products (as
it clearly  i s in the low-pressure 2000K runs) , since post-shock
cool my through more benign temperatures will form these prc,clucts
without any memory of prior, higher -temper atc_cre c_ and i tions.
A number of features of these results are of interest.
First. the dumi rant carbon compound at high temperatures and low
pressures. atomic C (Lewis, et al . , 1979) form= HC'N, C?H and C2H2
very efficiently at slightly lower temperature=s.	 This was
documented for C novae by Lewis and Ncey (1979).
Mote also that, in any C--rich system. oxygen is essentially
completely tied up as CO. The multiple-bonded molecules C:N, C2,
CO, CS and N2 are quite abundant. In analogy with the behavior of
oxygen, sulfur is essentially 11 carried by C5.
Ouenching and further slaw coaling of the ga y, mixtures
described herein would surelyy lead to spontaneous polymerization
of HC'N, C2H and C2HP on grain surfaces. Because of the paucity of
oxygen in the grass '.due to the very cold initial temperatures of
interstellar dense clouds) , essentially no water-soluble organics




Mole fract.ionr of vanes in an interstellar cloud s;h-ick:ed to
2000K, as a function of they
 peak: shock pressure. For lower
temperatures they
 general heahavi or to similar. but the abundance




























Throtighout the re of me explored, ammonia i is a very tni nor
constituent.	 Thtuts ammonia, its salts, and or-q^znic amines are very
minor products from shock, heatinq events.
Londitions conducive to the formation of c:omplezx polymeric
organic (natter, es senticaIIy devoid o+ soluble organic species,
should he fr►t_tnd in C -nova &)ect.a, in shocE:ed interstellar clouds,
end in -ahocl: Fr1 r eq i onss of the solar nebula in which water ► s
l ar gely r_ondesrnsed prior to the -shuck.
It will be eaaSy to follc;w Up on these re-cults t— modelinq the
chemical consequences o+ shor_F pr or_e• s!5i ng of sul ar ner•bul ar
rnater'ial ortginatinq both above and below the i.cc:• s:sat.uration
poi nt.	 b ! F' sour t_ es of r-J-i uk errer cay e nc l t-ide 4>c.tp pr Son i c-,
accretion of inte=r sstel lar mater ial onto the nebul ar disc, bow
-hnci rs in +s-ont of mas,,z ve accrf :^ !ting planetesimals.; that ha ve
t tainerd Keple-r i an Speeds. arid 1 igt-ttning produced by eharqu-
separation of+ectsa in the tt.trbLtlent, du--;sty nebular gas.
Camer-on's time-dependent accretion disc. models permit a
rf-•as(-.)nab1e	 cluant.i +icatiori of the first effect, and the
latter, bLis:e?d on an old F.t.acage:rs;tion by Whipple, carp he? reasonably
tr-e-at.et.l t.tsi ng re=cent. r e5t..tl t s on the eat + i c i enc.y of 1 :► ghtni ng
tat odc.te:t1nn by c-onve c:tivre ersergy +IUXe=s on Venus, F-a-th, And
,J t..t p i t P r ..
The.
 cant i nuat i on of thisproject. at they Universit y of
Arizona, which will be based on c::ornpLAter pr-ogr-arns now fully
de ,. • e1 oped under the present grant., will be able to produce





wave chemistry o+ star-forming regions. and on the shock chemistry
o+ the solar nebul -o. Much a+ the compLrter work: fr)r these projects





' 4EM	 best First-qurss; 3!5/b ^ t 470 I 1 t 	 12
lo READ HH, FHE, 60, BC, 6N. PSU, BNE, BAR
20 F Uk N1 - 1 TO 1 0
2` READ T, KH, KH2O, PCO, KCH4, KCO2
26 READ 1 , KOH, KO, VC. FH2S, KHS	 ONiGINAL PAGE 19
27 READ T, KCN, FHCN, I(NH.3+, KS02, M:S	 OF POOR QUALITY33 READ (, KC2, KC2H. KC2H2, KC3144AC. KN
34 READ T, h:C3H4AL, KC3H6. KC3HS, M- C2H6, KC2H4
55 READ T, b C4, KC4H, h.U4H2, h-CH3NH2, M:CH3SH
56 READ T, ^ CH3CN, KC: N2, KCH, VCH2
57 READ T, KCH3, F:CHO, F'CH20. KNH
38 READ T. KNH2, KCS. KCO5, KCS2, KHCNO
39 READ T, FCH30H, P:H(:OOH, KN2H4
I0 FUk NP • 1 TO 10
59 F - 10" (NP-13 )
60 ABH . F*EH
61 ABHE	 F * SHC
62 ADO - F*BU
63 ABC - F*6C
64 ABN - F*6N
65 ALISO	 F *DSU
b6 AHNE F *NNE
72 AHAR F*BAR
90 REM INITIAL GUESS OF ELEMENTAL ACTIVITIES
91 RH _ (--KH+SQR WH "-2+8*ABH) ) /4
f3'' RN - (-KN+SO.R (KN-2+8*AElN) ) /4
X33 PH2 - RH-2
34 RO = '.2*ABCJ) / (3*K.H20*PH'')
05 Gk = ABC/ ((KCO*RO) + (KCH4*PH2'`2) )
tab RS = ADSU/ ( (KSO2* RO" 2) + (h H2S*PH2) )
E37 IF .
 H6C; 3 ADO THEN 88 ELSE 99
38 A = KC214*F(H + M,C2H2*PH2
89 9	 K' C + k:. CH4 *PH2' 2




93, RS	 ASSU/ (KS02*R0 . 2+KH2S*PH2+k CS*GR)
94 R 	 KHCN*C3R*RH + KN
Y5 RN	 (-66+SDR (BE-' "2+4 * ARN)) /2
19 INDEX
100 PRINT "TTEft". "INL;E;Y.". "HEiC]/SU", "ANN/SN", "GraNhi^E"
200 FOR I TER - 1 TO 155
201 INDEX - INDEX+l
202 PH == M::H*RH
4.0:3 F1 142 = HH'`2
204 PHE. _= ADHE
205 FINE	 ADNE
206 PAR _ ADAR
207 PC:.' = KC,2*GR-'
20H PC2H = KC2H*RH*GP-2
204' PC2H : = k::C:2'H *PHA'*UR-
210 PC,O - KCU *GR*RO
211 PCH4 = M:CH4*GR*F'H2 "'-:'
4" 12 F'(-'O'--' z M:'CU2'*N, CI*GR*RO
2J 3 PC = KC:*GR
214 PC'-H4AC - KlC3H4AC.*PH2''2*GR"-3
?I Fj  PC3H4A1 = KC :7,H4A1_ *rH2' '*GR-3
216 F'(-'3H6 - k::C:3H6 * (PHc *GR)
217 PC3H8 = KC'H8*F'H2* (PH2*OR) `3
210 PG4 = KC4*GR' 4
219 F'C4H = K:C4H*RH*GR '4
20 POH == k:(")H*RH*RO
,221 PH211 = H-H20*PH2 *RO
222 PCI = KO*RO
224 PC4H2 • KC4H2*FH2*UP 4






FHCN - P:HC.N*GR*kH *RN
PNH3 • h:.NH3*kN*PH2*RH
PN2 • RN-2	 ORIGINAL PACE 13
PN • M'N*RN	 OF POOR QUALITY
PC_HO . KUHU*UR*kH*R0
PCH2O • KCH2O*GR*PH2- RD
137 PNH KNH*RN*RH





PS2 - kS ''.,
:'45 PC'OS • K.L:0S*(3R*RO*RS
2146 PC92 - KCS2*GR*P52
FHCNU - h-.HGNI]*RH*GR*RN*R0
t.i PC21H6 = KC2H6*(3R `2*PH2''3




.`51' PHCOUH	 K:HI C)IJH*(3R *PtJ2*PH2
254 PN2H4 • K.N2H4*PN: *PH2"2
4( 
'
)0 REM CALCULATE. ELEMENTAL SUMS
401 SH - F'H+:.^:*PHI'+''*F'H2(j+4*PCH4+ *PNH3+F'OH+P IS+PHCN+2*PF42G





405 SS	 F,S+PHS+FSO2+PHIS+2'*F•52+F'Ctl+PC.'OS+PC S'^'
19 P	 PH2+FH+PH20+PCO+P('02+PCH4+PN2+PNH3+F,OH+F'H2S+PHF_+PO+PNE+PHS+PAR
EH	 ABS (SH-A8H) / A8H
i E70 z ADS (SO-Ab0) / ABU
EC	 AE+;:i (SC- AI+(-) / APC_; 	 1
4
	 EN • ADS (SN-ABN) /ALAN
124 E-:S - ADS (55-ABSU) /ABSU
^'9 PRINT ITE:R. INDEX, ABO/SO: ABN/SN; Gk
i3o IF EH,:.(--)U1 THEN IF EO:..t ► i► 1 THEN IF E:C:.()C ► 1 T14EN IF EW.()C ► 1 THEN IF ESC.C ►o1 I
Hf N GOTO 501 ELSE 4-71
1 RHNE.W = RH
X1_,2 RON(_.W - RO
43 -3 HNNE.W = RN
' 434 PSNEW = RS
, I 7-b GRNEW - GR
• , 4u IF INDEX - 1 THEN 444 EL SE 455
+44 IF PF FH2 THEN 445 ELSE 45:2
,145 RHNEW = HH* (ABH/SH)
446 (1r.3T0 4 70
-452 KHNEW = F{H*S0R (ANN/SH)
453 GO T O 4'7u
4 55 IF INDEX = 2 THEN 456 EL SE 462
456 RNNE:W = RN*SQR (ADN/SN)
457 RONEW - RO* (AI+CG/ SO)
G01- 0 47c_►
URI'417W = Gk* (AHC/SC)
',` 1:= 7;hd1_W = !=' ;+F rARBtj/SSA
47 ", 1F	 I h_
471 RN + RHNEW
4n RCl - RONE w
47' RN RNNF W
474 GR + GRNEW
475 RS RSNEW ORIGINAL PAGE Ig
476 GO TO 5#00 OF POOR QUALITY
4431 RH + ''Z*RHO.	 . 65*RHNE.W
482 RO .35*RC1+.65*RUNEW
488. RN .:35*HN{.61"%RNNE W
484 RS j . 3`+*Rb+. 6" aRSNE w
4(35 GR. .35*GR+.65*GRNEW
,00 NEXT ITER
,+:)1 REM OLI T PL1 I RESUL F'3 OF i 1 E.RA T I ON
,U.' DEEP
0', PRINT "lemper "ature	 -	 ";T. "PrFSSUre -	 "IF.	 I TER; "Ite!r.ation%"
,()7 PR T N T "	 Pressures o+ Gases in Bars"
,08 PRINT "H -";PH;" H2 -" ;PH2;" He -";F'HE;"	 Ne -";PNE:
PR I NT "O -";PO; " 02 -"; PG2?; "' CH -"; POH; "	 H2O - " : PH20
PR I N i "N	 -" ; F'N; "	 N2	 - "j PN2; " NH.' -"; PNH3; "	 CN =_ " . F'CNi "
	
N2H4 -"; FN2H4
111 PRINT "C -";PC;" CO -" ;PCO;" CO2 -";PCC)2;" CH4 -";PCH4; "HCN -";PHCN; "SO2
t'S02
	 Ar -";FAR
PRINT ".c) a" ; F'S; "' S2 -"; PS2; " HS a "; PFI y ; " H2S -"; PH2S
PRINT "C2 -"; PC2; " C2H = "; PC2'H; " C2H2 -"; PC2H2; " CH2CCH2 -"; FC3H4AL; " CH3C.:CH
-"; PC3FC4A(_'; " C-303 -"; PC3F(a; " C4 -" : PG4
1 b
 PRINT "C4H -"j F'C4H; " 1:4112 -" ; P , C4H2; " CH 3C2H -" : PCH.3C2.H; " CH3CN ='" ; F'CH 3CN ; " C
-" ; F, tl2N2; " CH -"; NCH; " CH2 -" i FCH2
PRINT " CH3 -"; PCH3; " CHO -" o F'C:HC3; " CH20 =_". F'CH2O; " NH -"; Pl NJH; " NH2: - ': F'NH ;
C:5 =";F'CS; "' C:H30H x`;F`CHa(.)H
"AS PRINT "LS2 +"j PCS2; " HCNO -" ; PHCNC); " C2H6 - ; PC'2H6; " C2H4 = " o PC2H4: " CH314142
"; PCH1_ NH2; " CH.3SH -" ; PCH3:;H; " HCOOH -" ; PHEDOH
'^j PRINT "	 Inp)at Abrindanc:ws 04 E Ir-menu"
PRIM "H -"-.AhI-f;"' 0 ._ ";A80;" C: = ":AHC;"
 
N = s A6N:" S -";ADSU
,J PRINT	 C;alcR_rlaited Abundance% o+ Flem prits	 Graphite Hctivity -";GR
PRINT "H ==" ; SH; " 0 -"; SOt " C -" ; 5C; " N =" : SN; " S = ": SS
,4;:, C NP0 1 "Input (1) to 90 ort; (Q) to end: ",GOON
14e. IF- GOON - 1 THEN 590 ELSE 650
:,90 NEXT NP
NEXT NT
j DA 1 A 1756.. 122. , 1. 192w- 4, << ► . 6516, ►" ► . <<,65, i>. 02'21 , U. 2295, 6. 2.22E
" DATA 2(.)00, 1.622E:--:3, 3467.4, 2.944E7, 3.90GE--4, ^'.4.4E.10
, (). 56(A3, 6. F,::a7E.-4, 3.. ^42E 1 1 , ^;► . 614, 0. 10•.3C)A T A Z^J(iC ►
DATA 2000, 2. 183L-7. 1.472E .-2,  2.046E-5, 4. 49HE5, 2. Fji' c--3
DA (A 2Uc:►C► , 1.61 1 E- 12', 1 . 714k -6, Ef. A 1 L.-4, :,. ^ a26E Ci, 9. 5E- 1 0
DATA 2000, 2E-8, 22 .884E ­ 10 .  5."75E• 14. '7,(')6-J'E-,9, 1.121E-5
1. 1 DATA 2000, :'.(3._+8E-1Fi, W-9 9 1.6E-6. 6.6c33E -11. 5. 4(.)HE-7
DATA 2000, 9.736E-7. 1.61E-6, 2 .01E-1(,, 9.699E-9
DATA 2000, 1 . 5`,6E —5, 44';.. 6. 1''7. 28, 2. 44612-0
ti DATA 2000, 1.706E-7, 	 286, 6. 592?E5, 4.227, 15.()7
"• y DA FA	 `00, 3.289E-,:+, 3.674E4, 5. 768F - 15
, )`1() END
^Y





Pr ►eesur *s of Gat,".% in Cars
H - 1.753662E-09 H:' = 1.168934E-12 He - 1.22E-10 Ne+ - 2.295E-13
U - 1.433318E --25 02 m 0 UF1 m 1.35610'2E-28 	 H20 - 8.753159E-31
N - 3.0*,19932E . 16 N2 - 1.02395 4SE-13 NH3 - 8.274296E-30 CN	 1.309F385E.-15
N.'H4 a U
C - 6.1667911-'-1-3 CU o 1 . 1'72197E- 16 CO2 - 1 . 971218E-35 CH4	 1 . C)0132:A'E-29
HCN .- 9.5495l-SE-17 502 - V Ar	 b. 2212E - 15
1.396`s1HE. -15 S2 = 2.333441E-25 H;.i - 5.395029 --2( H:?S
	
:5.467(!25E--25
C2 - 5.66466E±--16 C2H - 6.516t)47E.---16 C2H2 w 3. 621 131 E--19 CH2CCH2 -
1 . Elu 113H 7L - :; I CH 3C:C'H as 4.528143E-37 C3H© - i ► C4	 3.:5i ►dHH'_iE-'2:'
4H - 4.010264E-22 L-4H a 2. >1'?42E-2` C:H3C2H - 0 : H3CN - 1.. 3( 47"2E- 34 C:) N -?
5. 146754E -2a U4	 4.0/5025E-18 CH2 - 1.994449E-2-9)
CHa	 CHO - 1 . 9;57H34E- 2'7 CH20 m u NH	 8.462368E- 21 NH2
6.381304E-26 C'S	 -1.074.')684E--14 CHSOH - i ►
°32 - 1.84956F---i, 6  HCNO	 C2H6	 i.► C:2H4	 `i. 3H5972E-33 CH".15NH'
y CH3SH - () HCCIOH	 t ►
Inpkit Ab, ► ndances of E 1 Bement s
1 . 756F - ► ►9 0 _ l . 192E-• 16 C	 6 . `, i 6F_--1:N N	 2.06,5E-1.3  S - 2.21E-14
Calculated Abundance% o+ Elements	 Graphite Activity ` 1.87514,4E-02
t . 756E-C , 9 0 = 1.19; IY 7E - 16 C = 6. `31'S<<E-1:; N 	 2. ^ ►65i ► ,13E-1'S S
414 IF, 1^
li	 ! ) to clo on; (t. ► ) to end:
,RUN 3L.OAD" 4SAVE " 51: ONT 6, "LF'T 1 7Tk(IN Hl - ROFF90-.:EY	 OSC:RE=EN
. 9995,590 . 9999S :':. 	 . 1 1157o26:,
imC, prature	 ^,:► c- ►ii	 F'r c^StiurF	 1 . (366916E.---38	 30 lt.erati ons.^
Fir eessureaes of banes in Eisr s
I. *13-3162L-- ►►8 H2 - 1. 141 765E. -1 i) He - 1 .:.'2E--(-)9 Ne? = 2.295E-12
	
= I .71209GE_ .25 02 - 0 OH = 1 . 6009'-'E3E -27	 H2O - 1.021263E-26
IV - 9.51 192 k- 16 Nom'	 1,0025,12E-11-1   NH 3 -2.499287,E-2t,   CN	 4 5219E--14
N2N4 - 0
- 5. 21 47824F-12 CO = 1 . 19252SE.- ° 15 C0 2 - .2. ^L,5526(3E- _)N CH4 	 7. 999832"E-25
(:N - 2.4711' Q 41E- 14 S02 _ 0 Ar = 6.'2A".'. E.--14
- 1-766626E-1 5 S2 w 3.7-,4162E-- '.-25  HS ;= 6.745C )51 E- - 19 H2S = 4.283924E-2)T,
2 - 3.972293E-14 C2H = 4. 515906E-1 :'> (-2H2
	
2.480267E-15 C42CC:H2
1.00949E--.30? LH;3CC:H - -' 2 .5 ,604RE:-,31i C'?HO - c_ ► C4 - 1. 7--'5456E-1H
	
1 . 948952'E: -1 7 C4H:'
	
1 . 1 1 (:)67BE-19 CH7)C:2H = 0 CH-.4N = 2. 9.--,, .4q 7E - 29
3.979949E--:-)()
	




1.915709E-25  CH20	 0 NH - 2.616915E-19 NH2 -
^:_, ►: ► :"76E:_ 	 (::S	 C.H._,OH	 l►
	
2.478554E.-2 15`  HCNO	 6.5'3 945E--'3-.3 C2H6	 0 C2H4 -bO-?,,`,3.7E:-27 CH3NH:'
f:H--SH - (-) HC:OOH	 0
Input. Abundances of Eleemc-ent5
(1	 .9 0 = 1.19"`,F.-1`'i C w 6.516E-12 N	 2.o6SE-12	 2lE-1:3
C:a+lcula,-ed AbundAnces of Elements 	 Grapt ►►.te Ac.tivity	 .1.570,2`65
1-4	 i .756E --^ iE3	 t.)	 1 . i 9 Vii: SE 1 i	 ► = 6.51 54-31-3)E-12	 N - 2. 06`.i ►: ► 6E- 1:	 S
2. 21121 4E •-13
Inp ►.it. (1) to go on-, ((.)) to end:






`°	 1	 1 ' {0}85B 1 . U0{nJ78 .31718258
T pmps.r ature	 2004)	 preSSurwp = 1 . 78475BE-&7	 40 %t&ratimms
Pres%ureS of GA-3011 in Bars
H " 1.568871E-o7 H2 = 9.355629E-0V He - 1.22E-08 Ne = 2.295E-11
U = 7.221016E-2) 02 = 0 OH = 6.112088E-26	 H2O	 ;.529421E-26
N
	
2.910689E-15 N2 = 9.387:379E-82 NH3 = 5.672667E-23 CN = 2'486941E-13
N2N4 = 0
C = 1.2426421E-11 C0 = 1.190Y7BE-14 CO2 = 9.920794E-33 CH4 = 1.271862E-28
HGN - 1 .622Wl9E-12 S[]2 - 0 Ar - 6. 322E-1:3
S = 7.48362E-15 S2 = 6.70081E-24 HS = 2.586428E-17 H2G = 1.48698E-20
C2 =" 2.227279E.-13 C2N = 2.292062E-11 C2H2 = 1.139536E-12 CH2CCH2
8.999006E-26 CH3CLH - 2.261451E-25 C3H8 = 0 C4 = 5.424635E--17
(.,4H - 5.54646E.-15 C4H2 = 2.861219E-16 CH:,C2H	 CH3CN = 3.73,1997E-25 C2N2
2.0895--;3E-1B CH = /' 228B98E-15 CH2 = 3.165237E-17
CHJ = 5.235505E-18 CHO = 1.731865E-23 CN20 = 0 NH = 7.248784E-18 NH2 =
4.090173E-21 CS = 2.2A0287E-12 CH30H = 0
= 1.053172E-23 NCNO = 1.80670BE-30 C2H6 = 7.996268E-34 C2H4 =
^5b5J4E-22 CH3NH2 = a.4456J5E-37 CH3SH = 4.556023E-3^ HCOOH = 0
Input Abundances of Elements
1.756E-V7 O - 1.192E-14 C = 6.516001F-'.-11 N = 2.065E-11 S = 2.21E-12
C=alculated Abundances of Elements 	 Graphite Activity	 .'3718258
1 . y56E-0/ U	 14	 N = 2.064839E-1 | S =
207/97E-12
Aput (1) to go on; (A) to end:
-IS7	 '-'HUN 3LOAD'' AISAVE" '513ONT 6,"LPTl 7TRUN 8TNOFF9KEv 	 0SCHEE114
' 19	 1	 .9992615 .9VV88o", .4549451
pmperature = 2000	 Pressure = 1.49946E-06	 49 Iterations
PresSures of Gases in 8ars
= 9.9831/6E-^7 H2 = 3.788225E-07 He = 1.2^F-07 Ne = 2.295E-10
= 5.9111t`i1E-24 O2 = 0 OH	 183792E-24	 H2O = 1.169876E-23
= H./02916F.-15 N2 = 8.39232BE-11 NH3 = 4.3*70191E-20 CN = 9.098168E-13
42H4 = 6.946709E-38
= 1.520427E-11 CO = 1.192881E-13 CO2 = 8.134]73E-31 CH4 = 2.551438E-17
^CN = 3.775947E-11 SO2 = O Ar = 6.2?2E-12
S = 6.130428E-14 62 = 4.496612E-22 HS = 1.34822E-15 142S = 4.93227E-18
3.334368E-13 C2H = 2.18346)7E-10 (,2H'4"= 6.90764E-11 CH2CCH2 =
'2579E-22 CH3CCH = 6.791581E-22 C3HB = 0 C4 = 1.215762E-16
f,	 7.909975E-14 C4H2 = 2.59652E-14 CH3C2H = 0 CH3CN = 4.304208E-22 C2N2 =
2. /6574E-17 CH = 5.628244E-14 CH2 = 1'5681b3E-15
C^^^ = 1.650525E-15 CHO = 1.103795E-21 CH20 = 0 NH = 1.379163E-16 NH2 =
5.920467E-19 LS = 2.205352E-11 CH3OH = 1.91247E-36
.^ = 8 ' 647224E-22 HCNO = 3.442956E-28 C2H6 = 7.947^04E-29 C2H4 =
.^29+23E-1^ CH3NH2 = ^.46"|46E-32 CH3SH = 7.487034E-31 HCOOH = 0
Input Auundances of Elements
1.756E-06 O = 1 ^92E-13 C = b.516E-10 N = 2.065E-10 S = 2.21E-11
Calculated Abunoances of Elements	 Graphite Activity = .4549451
' 1./56E-06 U =	 L, = 6,520398E-10 N = 2.065247E-10 S =
.211618E-I1
Input (1) to go on; (0) to end:






^^F P^^^^ ^^U^^^Y^`+^	 '	 =	 ''^q94482 .9998721 .5264224
Temperature - ' ^ u
	
^,eISSure	 1.201?942E-05	 49 lterat
press"/es mf Gases in bars,
H ^ 4.193159E'vb H2 = 6.u831I4E-06 He = 1.22E-06 Ne - 2.295E-09
U - 5.107626E-23 02 = 5.922356E-39 OH = 1.155485E-22
	
H2O = 1.783331E-21
N = 2.61154E-14 N2 - 7.556942E-10 NH--, = Y.717395E-18 CN = 3.159084E-12
N2H4 = 1.946852E-34
C -	 CO = 1.192668E-12 CO2 = 7.02T2^	 ?9 CH4 = 9.1138626E-15
qCN = 5.5068BE-10 SO2 = 0 Ar = 6.22"2E-11
S = 5.298232E-13 S2 - 3.358657E-20 HS = 4.894109E-14 H:^S = 7.520246E-16
C2 = 4.464412E-13 C2H = 1.22792E-09 C2H2 `' 1.631644E-o9 CH2CCH2 =
I..3o-3151E-19 CH3CCH = 3.274818E-19 C'3N8 = 1.673378E-J5 C4 = 2.179465E-16
C4H = 5.955922E-1^ C4H2	 8.211797E-13 CH3C2H - O CH3CN = 1.281426E-19
C2N2 = J.371636E-16 CH = 2.7354E-13 CH2 = 3.20117E-14
CH::-:.	 1.415191E-13 CHO	 4'63536E-20 CH20 = 0 NH = J.7382BIE-15 N142 ~
3.1-54245E-17 CS	 CN30H = 5.951235E-33
CS2 - 7.473643E-20 HCNO ^ 4.338687E-26 C2H6 = 5.842522E-25 C2H4 =
1.3875(9E-16CH3NH2 ~ 1.116	 -213 CN3SH = 2.3^0^^2E-2^ HCOOH = 0
Input Abundance- of Elements
/ = 1./56E-05 u = 1.192G-12 C = 6.516E-()9 N = 2.065E-09 S = 2.21E-10
Calculated Abundances of Elements 	 Graphite Activity = .5264224
H	 1.756E-ob O = 1.192668E-12 C = 6.519321E-09 N = 2.065264E-0(? S =
2.21]226E-10
lnput `1) to go on; (0) to end:
ILlST	 2RUN ^LOAQ" 4SAVE° 5CONT 6,"LPl1 7TRUN B7ROFF9KEY	 ()SCREEN
[emperature = 2000	 Pressure = 1. 0'7-)048E: . -(')4	 43 Iteratzons^
Prfiisst'res of Gases in Bars
H = 1.455464E-05 H2 = 8.051949E-05 He = .0000122 Me = 2.295E-08
O = 4 ^ 701451E-22 02 = .017879E-37 OH = 3.691792E-21	 H2O = 1.97^721E-19
N = 8.022b49^-14 N2 = 7.13182^E-09 NH3 = 1.248393E-15 CN = 1.05473E-11
N2H4 = 2.o66955E-31
. = 1.912052E-11 CO = 1.}9314E-11 CO2 = 6.470941E-27 CH4 = 1 ' 449606E-12 HCN =
b.3B1839E-09 SO2 = 0 #4r = 6.222E-10
` = 4.8 y 52(8E-12 S2 = 2.843741E-18 HS = 1.563133E-12 H2S = 8.337089E-14
= 5.273^97E-13 C2H = 5.034403E-09 C2H2 = 2.322007E-08 CH2CCH2 =
42B354E-]7 CH3CCH = 6.102453E-17 C3H8 = 4.5263B9E-31 C4 = 3.04078bE-16
,^ = 2.884331E-12 C4H2 = 1.380366E-11 CH3C2H = 0 CH3CN = 1.944522E-17
C2N2 = 3./58382E-15 CH ~ 1.031905E-12 CH2 = 4.191679E-13
CH.'-) = 6.432124E-12 CHO = 1 ' 6^95pE-18 CH20 = 0 NH = 1.85 -,53?E-14 NI-12 =
1.160«A3E-15 CS = 2.205538E-09 CH3OH = 8.642lE-3o
£2 = 6.8^7263E-1^ HCNO = 4.628192E-24 C2H6 = 1.206921E-21 C2H4 =
2.3/899^E-14 CH3NH2 = 1.8795^1E-25 CH3SH = 3.382H05E-24 HCOOH =
8. 492954L-7,
Input wbundances of E1em^nts
! = .0001756 O = 1.192E-11 C = 6.516E-08 N = 2.065E-08 S = 2.21E-09
Calculated Abundance-: of Elements	 Graphite Activity = .5721282
' = .0001756 O	 C = 6.521508E-09 N = 2.065574E-08 S =
2.212o^E-09
Input (1) to go on; (0) to end:
1LJSl 	 2RUN 3LOAD" 4SAVE" 5(-ION[ 6-,"LPT1 7TRON 8TROFF9KEY	 0SCREEN
